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Eight Campaigning For Wednesday's Election

BY JOHN PERKINS
News Editor
Eight candidates are campaigning for four offices In next
Wednesday's Student Association elections, which are to
be held from 9 a.m. until 5
PJtlRunning for the office of Student Association president are
Kip Cameron, a sophomore
from Hopklnsvllle, Ky.fandJlm
P ratt a Junior from West Mansfield Ohio.
Vice-presidential candidates
are Ike Norrls, a Richmond senior, and Gary Shockley, a sophomore from Dayton, Ohio.
Candidates for Student Association Secretary are Julia

Williams, a sophomore from
Lexington and Kathy Wozny,
a Louisville Junior.
Tom Crispin* a sophomore
from Louisville and Bob VanArsdal, a
Yardley,
Pa.,
sophomore, are running for
treasurer.
Cameron, Shockley, VanArsdall and Miss Williams arerunEditorial, Page S
nlng on the PACE (Progressive
Action Coordinating Eastern)
ticket; while Pratt Norrls,
Crispin and Miss Wozny are
running on the P8F (Put Students First) ticket

Kip Camerson, head of the
PACE ticket, ,' Is a political
science major and psychology
minor. During
his two years
at Eastern he has served as
president of the freshman class,
as a member of the Student
Council, and as a member on
several Student Association
committees.
Jim Pratt, who is leading the
PSF slate is an industrial education major and history minor.
He has also served as a Councllmember, an Association committee-member and as a guide
for
freshman
orientation.

The winners of Wednesday's
elections will become the officers of both the Student Association (student body) and the
Student Council.
The newly-elected Student Association president, if he is a
resident of Kentucky, will automatically become Eastern's next
non-voting student regent
James
Pellegrinon, this
year's Association president, is
not a Kentucky native, and was
ineligible to serve this year
on the Board of Regents. Pellegrlnon's vice- presidential run- nlng mate on his KEG ticket,

Robert Warfleld, later won the
position In a special election.
Cameron Is a Kentucklan;
Pratt Is an Ohloan.
Association President PeUegrlnon would have been eligible
for another term as Student
Association president, but disclosed about a month ago that
he would not run again.
Pellegrinon said that he felt
that he had done all he could
as Association president.
Voter turnout for the annual
elections has generally remained under 50 per cent of the
student body.

BY STUART REAGAN
Staff Reporter

Pratt Says His Goal
Is To Unify Students

*

*

monlzed relationship with the
University administration.
Presidential candidate Kip
Cameron urged greater unity
among factions in the student
body and stated two points which
he believed favored bis party:
a) Cameron, the PACE choice
for President, is the only Instate student seeking the post
so he would be the only President also eligible to hold the
student seat on the Board of
Regents; b) Cameron cited his
party as the experienced party.
The PSF President, Jim Pratt,
concerned most of his early
remarks with the issue of students being treated as a secondary Interest
Pratt said
that the "student body most
come together" and learn of
each other's problems and situations. Pratt offered two proposals during his remarks: a)
The campus should have a free
speech forum; and b) the Student Association should sponsor gripe sessions to open
problems to the public
Norrls, who was the first major
candidate to offer Introductory
remarks, also opened the question session with a few directed
to Cameron.
Norrls said that he under(Continued on Page Seven)

Approximately 70 Eastern
students heard the candidates
for Student Association positions debate last night In the
Grlse Room.
The program began with introductory remarks by each
candidate. Questions directed to the opposing ticket' by
the Presidential and VicePresidential candidates was the
next item. The assembly was
than open to questions from
the student audience before closing statements from the aspirants for the two top positions.
After brief statements from
the Secretarial candidates and
the prospective Treasurers, Ike
Norrls was the first major
candidate to speak. Norrls,
who has served on several Student Council committees, including the Constitution Revision
Committee, asked, students to
examine the records and not
campaign promises.
Norrls
pledged to provide responsive
leadership.
Gary Shockley, the opposing
Vice-Presidential
candidate
and president of the sophomore
class, said he would fight dlssention.
Shockley also said
his ticket would provide a har-
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'Debate' Attracts
70 Students Here

These times call for the building of plans. Plans that build
from the bottom up and not from the top down, that put their
faith once more In student power and student Involvement
Only through responsible action, can we as students participate In developing and shaping today's educational policy.
The students of today must support their rights and responsibilities, or lose character. An informed and united student
body can only take place on Eastern behind dedicated and progressive leadership. Divided, there Is little we can do; united we have Just begun to tap our resources. Eastern's student body has approached a critical time—in which we must
look at ourselves and decide the path In which we can best
achieve our mutual goals.
PACE stands on a solid platform of experience and progressive leadership. Our party comes before you, Issuing
not campaign promises, rather offering a genuinely dedicated program of once again uniting the student body. The students of today need, and If we have not mistaken their temper demand bold, persistent experimentation. It Is common
sense to take a method try it; and if it falls, try another;
But above all, try something.
We as members of PACE party can only urge you to become
informed of the Issues and candidates presented before you. We
are confident that you will make the correct choice.
Kip Cameron

It Is the primary goal of our party to unify the student
body so that on matters of vital concern to tins campus, we
can and will speak with one voice. It will take much time and
effort; however. It can be done. There is, as I see it, only
one way for it to be accomplished. We must Involve every
segment of this campus In a quest for an expansion of University reforms In reference to student rights. If we unite
each segment of our student body and begin acting as a whole,
then we will speak with a voice which cannot be disregarded.
Both blacks and whites, greeks and Independents must be willing to work together so that In combination with the determined
and dedicated, leadership that our party is willing to offer, we
can better resolve our common problems.
There are, of course, specific Issues with which we must
deal. The woman must be allowed to determine their housing
rules student representatives must be allowed to appoint students of their choosing to University committees students
must constitute the majority of members on the University
Center Board. There are many more Issues of Importance
facing Eastern students. However, there Is no further need
to elaborate.
Our party has made a commitment to dedicate its efforts to the expansion of student rights. With the use of new
and forward looking ideas coupled with a united student
body, we shall accomplish these goals and for once put

(Continued on Page Seven)
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Cameron Emphasizes
Leadership, Experience

«M4

lower walls and doors of the ■
Grill. Posters on or in academic buildings are also prohibited.
3. All campaign posters and
other materials shall be taken
down or dismantled the day
following the election (May 14).
4. There shall be no defacing , destroying or removing
of campaign posters or materials owned by or endorsing
other candidates.
5. All nominees will be listed
on the ballots in order of the

In last year's election, which
Pellegrinon won, 39 per cent
of the students took part in
the event
In the 1967 contest, which
was Steve Wilborn's second
consecutive victory, more than
40 per cent of Eastern's students voted.
Rules for this week's elections are:
1. There will be absolutely
no campaigning within 25 feet
of the polls on election day.
2. No campaign posters will
be allowed In or on the Student
Union Building excepting the

•••

see
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Two Tickets Schedule Rallies
PACE and PSF, the two parties running for election to the
Student. Association, will hold
a political rallies this week and
next.
PACE will feature a folk
singer, Gail Morgan, a band,
and various speakers Tuesday

from 4 to 6 p.m. in the ravine. A folk singer will also be
present at the rally for PSF
Thursday from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
with other entertainment and on
Monday evening PSF will feature a band also in the ravine
from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.

Services Tonight For Slain Students

One The Next President
Kip Cameron, left, and Jim Pratt are candldates for Student Association president In
next Wednesday's election. Voting will be

from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
(Staff Photo by Larry W. Bailey)

A memorial service will be
held tonight in the Van Peursem Pavilion at 8:30 In honor
of the four students who were
killed by National Guardsmen
at Kent State University. James

Jim Pratt

Pellegrinon, Student Association president, will speak, and
a minister from one of the local
churches will deliver a sermon.

MILESTONE NAMES FOUR

30 ROTC Awards To Be Given Today
The annual President's and
Dean's Review of Eastern's
Corps of Cadets will be today
(Thursday) at 3 p.m. on the
parking lot south of Alumni Coliseum.
The 2500-member Corps will
be formally presented to President Robert R. Martin and awards will be made to selected
cadets for outstanding achievements.
The Corps is commanded by
Colonel Joseph L. Pliant, professor of military science.
President'. Award
The President's Award for
Best Battalion and the Regent's
Award for. the Most Proficient
Company will be announced at
the review.
Recognised for the Deans List
Award will be Cadet Cot El-

Cars Going
To Mulebarn
Transportation will be provided to the Mulebarn weekly on
Thursday's Friday's and Saturday's from 5 to 6 p.m. leaving every IS minutes. Stationwagons will be leaving from the
flower pot In front of the Student Union Building; transportation (also will be provided
back. J

Us C. Anderson, Cadet Lt Col.
Gary S. Brueggen, Cadet Col.
Mark T. Gritton, Cadet Cpt
Robert M. Jones, Cadet Col.
Richard E. Maloy, Cadet Cpt.
Dorian P. Yeager, Cadet 2 Lt
Danny R. Fannin, Jr., Cadet A
Lt Larry S. Fields and Cadet
2 Lt James B. Irwln.
Also To Be

Also to be announced at the
review are awards for toe Best
Drill Company and Company
Commanders Trophy by the
Benevolent ft Protective Order
of Elks, Lodge 681, and the
Professor of Military Science
Award for the Best Platoon.
Recipient of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars Medal wlUbe
Cadet Corporal Dieter R. Carlton; The American Legion Medal for Marksmanship will be awarded to Cadet Corporal David
D. McMillan; the American
Legion Bronze Medal to Cadet
Lt Col. Patrick T. Shine; and
the American Legion Silver Medal to Cadet Colonel Mark T.
Gritton.
Mere

Also the Sons of American
Revolution Medal to Cadet Sgt.
Major William M. England, the
John Phillip Sousa Award to
Cadet Corporal Christopher C.

Mlnch, the Daughters of American Revolution Gold Medal to
Cadet Colonel Richard E. Maloy and the Army United States
of America Military History
Award to Cadet Sgt. First Class
William R. McHone.
The Army United States of
America Medal for Leadership
wlU be awarded* to Cadet Second Lieutenants William D. Butler, James B. Insco, and Donald G. Powers.
The Reserve Officers Association Certificate wlU be presented to Cadet Corporal Kerry I. Courtney, the R.O.A.
Bronze Medal to Cadet Sgt
First Class John L. Quick, the
R.O.A. Silver Medal to Cadet
a Lt Randall J. Honeycutt, and
the R.O.A. Gold Medal to Ca-

det Lt. Col. John D. Goodlette.
' Freshman Department of
Army Superior Cadet Award
goes to Cadet Cpi. Alien W.
Davis m, the Sophomore Award
to Cadet Sgt Major Daniel J.
Baur, Junior Award to Cadet
2 Lt Larry S. Fields and toe
Senior Award to Cadet Major
John B. Crltes.
Recipients of the Professor
of Military Science Community
Service Award will be Col. E.
N. Smith, MP Company and
Cadet Cpt. Gary A. Wilson.
Brigade Commander is Cadet
Col. Mark T. Gritton. Battalion
commanders are Lieutenant
Colonels Michael F. cowman,
Wayne R. Patterson, John B.
Crltes and James H. Rice.

Honor Roll Winners Are Announced
Winners of the 1970 Milestone
Honor Roll award, the highest
achievement In Eastern's four
colleges, have been announced.
The winners are:
Donald S. Buehler, of the
College of Arts and Sciences.
Joyce A. Crossfleld, of the
College of Education.
Patricia A. LaRosa, of the
College of Business.
Gay L. Stewart, of the College of Applied Arts and Technology.
.
The four, all seniors, were
nominated by their college
deans on the bases of high academic standing and leadership
qualities. The award represents
achievement In a particular
field of study and a displayed
Interest and contribution to
campus activities.

All Students May Now Attend Concert
A change in attire for the
Junior-Senior prom on Saturday, May 23, has been made.
Semi-formal- and formal dress
will be appropriate, according
to Herb Jones, who is directing
prom activities.
Another change in the annual
event is opening the pre-dance
concert to the entire student
body. All students will be admitted to the concert on their
ID'S. The concert will begin at

7 p.m. in Alumni Coliseum featuring rock group "Smith/' who
have
had
two outstanding
singles, "Baby's If s You" and
"Take A Look Around Yon."
Juniors and seniors showing Invitations will be given
preference seats at the concert
The prom will begin at 9:30
p.m. in the Student Union Cafeteria with soul group "Chattanooga Coachmen" providing

entertainment. Theme for the
dance is the "Age of Aquarius."
Juniors and seniors and
their dates will be admitted to
the dance at no cost
The Junior class, annual sponsor for the prom, is coordinating this year with the Student
Center Board, so that more
money could be spent for the
concert as well as allowing
all students free admission.

Each of the four also has
been named to "Who's Who Among American Colleges and Unlverslties" for 1970.
Buehler, of Cincinnati, la a
history-social science major
preparing to be a history teacher. He has been a starting tightend and split end for the Colonel football team and has been
secretary for the "E Club."
Miss
Crossfleld,
of
Lawrenceburg, Is a physical
education major preparing to be
a physical education teacher.
She has been president of Collegiate Pentacle, president of

Women's Officiating Services,
a member of Kappa Delta Pi
and Eastern Dance Theatre.
, Miss LaRosa, of Newport, is
a business education major preparing to be a high school teacher. She has been secretary of Pi
Omega Pi, a member of Collegiate Pentacle, Kappa Delta PI
and the Student Council.
Mrs. Stewart, of 252 Brockton and originally of Lexington,
Is a home economics and elementary education major preparing to be a teacher. She has
been a member of home economics club, SNEA, AHEA and
ACE clubs.

Kent State Shootings
[Prompt Council Action!
BY JOHN PERKINS
News Editor
A resolution passed Tuesday by the Student Council has
suggested to President Robert
R. Martin that all campus Amerlcan. University and Kentucky flags be lowed to halfstaff In memory of the four
students who were killed by
Ohio National Guardsmen earlier this week at Kent State Unlverslty.
The resolution, which was
presented by councllmember

Ernesto Scorsone, also instructed the Council to send letters
of sympathy and denunciation
of the National Guard action to
the president of the Kent State
Editorial, Page S

Student Government, to the
president of that university, and
to Ohio Governor James
Rhodes.
Scorsone's resolution also
(Contlaued on Page

A.

)
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Four Deaths - A Tragedy Of Society
Fly the flag at half staff.
For four young college students.
For the National Guardsmen who shot
them.
For the society that fostered mis tragedy.
An investigation of what happened Monday at Kent State University, Ohio, is necessary. But what will be difficult, and perhaps impossible, is pinpointing the blame
for the tragedy.
Who is responsible?
The students, who were demonstrating
against a too-long war in southeast Asia
and the recent expansion of. the war into
Cambodia; whose "peaceful" dissent turned
into a rock-throwing spree and building
bonfire ?
The National Guardsmen, under orders
to return any fire and answered dissent
with tear gas and rocks with bullets?
Or the society, that is split down the
middle, with dissent on both sides answered by violence?
The students cry "peace"; the federal
government cries "order." And bullets answered rocks.

The blame is on both sides. On one side,
student demonstrations grew, in numbers
and clamor, to a stage of near mass hysteria in their demand to be heard.
On the other, increasing concern for control of student demonstrations by police,
firemen and National Guard troops, who
grew more edgy with every demonstration.
Two weeks ago, 25 campuses were involved in campus protests; eight were violent. The big one was at Santa Barbara,
where one student was killed.
This week, the big one was Kent
What happens next week?
Plenty.
Students have a choice. Others can be
killed in purpose-defeating demonstrations
that generate violence or destruction.
Or they can decide now, if it's peace they
want and believe demonstration is the best
way to achieve that peace, men, in memory
of those four who died, demonstrate in
peace.
The University of Kentucky made its
choice. It burnt an ROTC building.

Transylvania University held Wednesday a memorial service and class boycott
At Berea College, a moment of silence.
And at Eastern, a flag flies at
half
staff.
In sorrow.

Hetrick'sPlea
Can Close Case
Perhaps Assistant Professor Phyllis Hetrick's request to hear the' University's
charges against her will be a means by
which her case can be thoroughly examined
and satisfactorily closed.
The contract of Miss Hetrick, an assistant professor of English in her first year
at Eastern, has not been renewed by the
University and expires June 30.
Through a Winchester attorney, Miss
Hetrick has asked the University for a hearing in which she can answer charges made
against her.

In A Little Deeper

It indeed appears, as we have pointed
out earlier, that Eastern's reasons for not
renewing her contract are unsound ones.
One of the reasons, for instance, is that she
has not been "sociable enough."

Youth May Change Bark To Bite
BT JOHN PERKINS

Try this- little experiment next time you
go home: walk up to good 'ol Fido (or
Rover or whatever you call your faithful
canine friend) and grab him around the
throat. Don't kill him, of course — just let
him mink that you're, trying to.
Now, unless he's a real Uncle Tom sort
of dog, he'll react rather suddenly, and
rather violently to the threat. As a matter
of fact, he'll more than likely try his best
to kill you before you kill him.
No matter what he does, don't be mad
at him — he's just fighting for his life. It's
instinct. So it goes with all animals, including man.
One of the most direct, most open threats
to the lives of millions of young American
men was last week's decision by President
Nixon to extend the war in Southeast Asia
into Cambodia.
The military move has been entitled —
ironically enough — Operation Total Victory.
But it should be no secret to all Americans that the movement could just as well
be called Operation Total and Eternal War.
Or better still — Operation Fido-Strangle.
Tor 180 years, American youth willingly
fought to protect America. And finally,
after 180 years, the world has found that
the United States cannot be taken over

I Feiffer
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militarily. The battles should be over.
Yet, we stili fight. Why?
For what it's worth, here's one man's
theory. The United States fights because
that's all it's ever done.
Today in America, war has become a
way of life—not simply one of its hazards.
In a recent CBS poll, a majority of Americans questioned approved of President
Nixon's decision on Cambodia; yet a similar
majority felt that The United States would
be trapped in Southeast Asia for many
years to come.
.■«*.

They see no victory — but they want
more war.
And we all know who will pay for this
thirst for blood, don't we? You, and me,
and all the rest of America's youthful human pets.
There will never be an American victory
in Vietnam — or' in Cambodia — or in
Laos.
But mere will be Americans fighting
there. There will be young Americans dying
mere.
But even more disturbing is the fact that
many frustrated American youths may soon
be fighting at home — biting the hand
that's trying to strangle them.

The hearing, if it is granted, hopefully
will clear up — satisfactorily for all parties
— WHY her contract has not been renewed. As we have stated before, professors deserves to be told why their contracts have
been severed if these teachers want to know.
The outcome of Miss Hetrick's proceedings obviously will affect future professors
here, Anjl it's no secret that an, undercurrent of unrest exists among some present
faculty members — faculty members who
feel mat the issue of academic freedom
may be at the nucleus of the Hetrick case.
Hopefully the Hetrick proceedings will
clear up the matter.

Sophomore Plan
'Bewitching' Idea
The sophomore class has come up with
a bewitching idea. They are going to see
the stage play "Bell, Book and Candle" at
the Bam Dinner Theatre, Winchester, next
Thursday for $2 a person.
This is a fresh, unusual idea for class
activity at Eastern. Such ideas are all too
often not seen on our campus. The other
classes might find it rewarding to take a
hint from the sophomore class.
On a campus where students complain
of "nothing-to-do," classes may have found
a way to prove their usefulness by planning
activities which can be effective in combating "suitcasing." This new dimension
in class activity also provides an excellent
opportunity for making new friendships.

Flag See-Saws
Dear Editor:
Wednesday, May 6, 1970, the Courier-Journal
stated, "Eastern Kentucky University's Student
Association last night passed a resolution expressing concern with the shooting of the Kent
State student Included in the resolution was a
petition to Eastern's administration to fly
university flag* at half-mast In honor of the
slain students."
No kidding! I had to see It for myself. At
.......

12:19 I came around the SUB to see the flag*
all flying at their normal high positions. At
12:23 male students (one in a ROTC uniform)
lowered the Stars and Stripes to half staff. At
12:25 an Eastern Kentucky University Security
Policeman restored the flag to ita normal position. Comments?
See it, read about it, and forget It
"La, la how the life goes on."
Randy Robinson

I

Wednesday's Election Determines
Officers, Also Student Regent
Next Wednesday freshmen, sophomores
and juniors will elect Student Association
officers for the 1970-71 academic year.
They will also determine whether next
year's Student Association president will
serve as the student non-voting member of
Eastern's Board of Regents,
or whether
another election will be held later this year
to elect another student to this seat.
If a Kentucky resident is elected president, he will assume the duties and responsibilities of student regent, a post which
student association vice-president Bob Warfield holds.
If the student elected as president is an
out-of-state student, another election must
be held later this year to chose next year's
student Regent.
The position is one most students take for
granted, since it is a non-voting seat, but
yet a post others view as prestigious.
According to Warf ield, the power of the
student Regent lies in the voice, not in the
vote. That one vote could be rendered

powerless by an offsetting vote (faculty
members currently have a non-voting representative, too).
Students must be aware that the students'
voice is a powerful weapon, it can an effective challenge.
Warfield said that once the student regent has the respect of the other board
members, he can easily communicate with
them and help them to see the students'
view.
It is imperative that students remember,;
when selecting a student association presi- i
dent, that the student regent MUST be"
CONCERNED about the Student Association.
If the seat goes to a prestige hunter, it
jeopardizes the students' voice and the
legislature will take a dim view of ever1
having a student voting member of the
Board of Regents.
Before voting for next year's student association officers, their qualifications
should be weighed carefully.
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Mulebarn 'There, But Doesn't Go Over Well' Claim Students In Survey
BY SONJA FOLEY

The Mulebarn — is it good or bad?
The general feeling as discovered by a
Progress survey seems to be very apathethic.
"It's out there," said sophomore Len Holland, "but it doesn't go over very well,"
"It exists; it's just there," stated one
freshman. "Nobody can relate to it. Speck's
got a much better university response."
One major complaint is that the Mulebarn
is poorly located an too isolated, the survey disclosed.
"hA dead out there," said senior Andrew
Williams. "I was impressed with the buildindiod the setting, but it has its 'hang-ups.'
The distance from campus hampers it. In
the spring it's great for picnics and parties,
but in the winter it is just too cold."
"It isn't used as much as it should be.
What is needed is some entertainment, some
recreation, a "drawing card.' Without a
drawing card, it's no good and without
money, there can be no drawing card.'
Another freshman complains that it isn't

organized in the best possible way. "As it
is now," she said, "there's nothing going
on if you do drop in at the place, so who
cares?" I've never been there."
"You don't know of anyone who frequents the place. I think there was failure
in planning' somewhere. It hasn't been promoted and the planning committee are the
ones to solve it,"
Fay Roy, a junior in social work, also
thinks that it isn't publicized enough. "It
should be possible for more people to go
there. We should be able to go there whenever we want and have some type of entertainment available."
Linda kvih agrees that the Mulebarn
isn't set up right. "I hadn't heard that much
about it until just recently," she said. "The
only people who seem to get any benefit
from it arc theGreeks and organizations."
Another senior, an art major from Lexington, said, "Fraternities and sororities can
have their parties there. But there's no point
for anyone else to go when there's no etatertainment once you get there."

"It is a nice place to lounge around,"
said junior Barbara McWhorter. "I've only
been there for a private party. They should
have more dances. Surely there could be
something that could help more kids get
more use out of it."
Mary Grey from Danville thinks the restrictions are bad. "It's during the week
when nothing is going on that kids look for
a place to go to get away for a little while,
but the Mulebarn doesn't provide that."
One member of Theta Chi from Dayton,
Ohio, says that the administration is making a big mistake by trying to push the idea
that the Mulebarn is neat.
"It has possibilities," he said. "The big
step they need to take is to serve alcoholic
beverages, at least beer. The entertainment
doesn't really matter; "Three Dog Night'
could be out there arid without some publicity and the seYvinfc of alcoholic beverages, kids wouldn't go anyway."
Jim Marksberry describes it by saying
he likes the building, but "let's face it, what
we need is another Speck's."

Nixon's Truths 'Coated In Snake Oil'
By CARL T. ROWAN
WASHINGTON — Well, some of the
shock has worn off, some of the attacks
arising from personal and political hostility
have abated, and it is possible to view
President Nixon's Cambodian venture from
the standpoint of why we sent American
troops in and what it is likely to mean.
A first, inescapable, observation is that
Mr. Nixon spoke some basic truths, but he
coated them in a heavy dose of snake oil.
There is no doupting his contention that
Cambodia was in serious military trouble.
It is true that Communist takeover of all
Cambodia would have been a crushing
blow — from a military standpoint, yes,
but even more so from a political and psychological standpoint.
But the President said nothing
when
an inept "pro-American" group overthrew
Prince Sihanouk and we rushed in to embrace it. It is not inconceivable that there
was some Souths 3#etnamese. .collusion in
96V* tit* §£S
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Rigby's Death
A Great Loss

Thirty-seven years of service for Eastern.
Besides, giving an impressive number of
years to Eastern's music department, Harold
Rigby, assistant professor of music, helped
toorganize the Stephen Foster Music Camp,
and was responsible for much of its annual
success. By his passing, Eastern has lost a
long-time friend and academic contributor.

that "coup," knowing that the ensuing crisis
would pull the United States in deeper and
stall for a few more years Uncle Sam's withdrawal from that bloody sinkhole. It is
possible that we got "siickered" into this
new crisis.
Mr. Nixon's "snake oil" comes in two
brands. First, he portrays his action as necessary to protect the lives "of our brave men
fighting tonight halfway around the world."
The early "patriotic" reaction will surely
be that we must protect our brave boys —
until someone concludes that we can save
a lot more lives bringing our boys out to the
east coast of Vietnam than by bringing them
home across the battlefields of Cambodia.
Then, they President said, as though he
had not the slightest doubt, that sending
U.S. troops into Cambodia was "indispensable for I he continuing success of (our)
withdrawal program." He said this foray
into Cambodia will "end this war rather
than have it dray on interminably," He
said this military strike will, "keep the casualties of our brave men in Vietnam at an
absolute minimum,"
_^
It is almost as certain as tomorrow's
sunrise that the Communists are going to
respond with one or more major escalations somewhere in Indochina. They are
going to try to prove that Mr. Nixon's decision will cost American lives — thousands
more — rather than save them, .
And that will bring us up against the
sentences of overriding importance in Mr.
Nixon's speech.

"This action puts the leaders of North
Vietnam on notice," he said, "that we will
be patient in working for peace, we will be
conciliatory at the conference table, but we
will not be humiliated. We will not be defeated."
"I would rather be a one-term President
than to be a two*erm President at the cost
of seeing America become a second-rate
power and see this nation accept the first
defeat in its proud 190-year history."
Millions of Americans quickly recognized
those words as vintage Johnson. Richard
M. Nixon of April230, 1970, could easily
have been Lyndon B. Johnson of April 7,
1965, telling a Johns Hopkins audience:
"We will not be defeated. We will not
grow tired. We will not withdraw, either
openly or under the cloak of a meaningless agreement." .
This striking similarity to Johnson is
noted not by way of deriding Nixon's
stance, but by way of saying that Hanoi sees
this, too; and (heieJMti of Worth Vietnam
are likely tcrtgnore N&drfs somber warning
the same way they rgnored Johnson's.
Still more important is the fact that the
two Nixon sentences ruling out "humiliation" and America's "first defeat" add up
to a basic shift from, what has appeared to
be policy for more than a year. Withdrawal
with "Vietnamization" was nothing more
than the acceptance of thinly veiled defeat.
If the Communists respond as history suggests they will to Mr. Nixon's vow that
the U.S. will not act "like a pitiful, helpless
giant," the President has committed this
nation to more long and costly warfare.

"If they could move it closer to campus,"
said Gwen Hoover, "and would let us have
the rest of Arlington along with it, it would
be okay."
"It's fun; it's a really nice place and furnished very well," according to a sopho-

more French major. "I go out there all the
time; It's a nice place to study."
Another sophomore said, "I've never
been out there. There's nothing to say about
it. There's no way to get there and it really
doesn't thrill me;"

'Cassidy' An Atypical Movie
BY JDDI LEDFORD

"Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid,"
playing through Tuesday at the Towne
Cinema, is a different kind of western and
a movie you will certainly want to see.
Winner of four Acadamy Awards, the
film stars Paul Newman as Hutch, Robert
Redford as the "Kid" and Katharine Ross
as Etta Place, the "Kid's" girlfriend, a hotblooded schoolteacher who becomes emotionally involved with both Butch and the
"Kid" as she joins in their exploits.
The story deals with the leaders of one
of the last of the great bands of riders to
take to the outlaw trail. Butch and the
"Kid" did their thing at the turn of the
century, much later than Jesse James and
his brother, Frank, whose exploits have had
far greater attention from movie makers.
William Goldman based his original
screenplay on the true story of fast draws
(the "Kid" showing the saloon owner just
how fast he is), wild rides (away from
posses), train robberies (a dual robbery
of the Union Pacific — once going into the
nearest town and again on the return trip),
bank robberies (in Bolivia, even), a torrid
love affair and a new lease on outlaw life —
again in far away Bolivia.
A character study of a remarkable friendship between Butch — possibly the most
likeable outlaw in frontier history — and
his dose associate, the fabled ever dangerous, Sundance Kid, it is a story told with
warmth and great humor.
The ingenuity of the robbery plans, the
relentless pursuit of Butch and the "Kid"
by a determined posse, the outlaws' jump

from a high promontory into a raging
stream (the scene shown on the Acadamy
Awards Presentation) and superb acting
on the part of the principals keep the audience captivated during the fast-paced
film.
The George Roy Hill-Paul Monash production has been called "film-making at its
best" by CBS radio. The excellent photography, under the direction of Conrad Hall,
is very effective. The music, for which
Burt Bacharach won an "Oscar," is not
quite what one might expect from a Western. As previously stated, it's atypical. It
doesn't fit into the stereotyped mold.
It's worth the admission price.
■

May I Quote You?
"What I've learned is that not only do
you have to show them what is wrong — "
and God knows, enough of them don't
know — you also have to make them set n
it right."
—-Georgia State Rep. Julian Bond discussing his change in thinking about civil <1
v
rights over the decade of the 1960s.
"I don't know how many times I had to
hit him, but I think I must have hit every
jump down the stretch."
—Jockey Mike Manganello who rode
Dust Commander to victory in last Saturday's Kentucky Derby.
'It was wild, like a holiday. Kids were
. running around, saying 'What the....is going
on ?

—A Pastor recalling recent disturbances at Isla Vista Calif
»
•
1. -rn
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"Figure On Banking With Us"
TWO CONVtHHNT LOCATIONS-

- UUN STREET & BIG HILL AVtHW

CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

Where You Gel Quality
One-Hour Dry Cleaning And
Three-Hour Shirt Service
6 Days A Week

You'll Crow About
this Delicious Pizza
WE DELIVER
\

Watch Us Make It
"Let's Get Pizzacated"

II Varieties
Cheese
Onions
• ANDY'S Special
Sausage
Pepperoni
Kosher Salomi .
Green Pepper V.
Mushroom
Bacon
«...
Tun* ^sh ......
Shrimp
,

ANDY'S «**'.■;
Pizza Palace
110 South Second Street
* •'

„• •

Phone 423-5400

>*j

ooier
CHRYSLERS
WP0R1 CARS
Sioico - Alpine - Minx
Tiger Sunbeam Alpine Imp •

RICHMOND
MOTOR COMPANY
507 NORTH SECOND ST.

MM 623-5441

Bush coats, Norfolk jackets,
you name it... the accent
is on the "back to nature"
look in casual wear. She's
featuring an unlined bush
coat with hugger-fla/es ,. .
an' do we have a selection!
manufactured by H-K.

Sljr Hniupraitg &fyt*p

CALL OR SEE 6IP PARKE OR lE,.cR EVERSOLE

i^te
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Views Offered On Kent Shootings
BY KAREN MARTIN
Managing Editor
Tragedy: four deaths at Kent
State University, Ohio—a serious concern for administrators, students and professors.
Interviewed about the Kent
situation was Dr. Thomas Myers, dean of students at Eastern. Recently at Kent State
to observe their student health
services, Dr. Myers said that
the university, near Akron and
Cleveland, has grown tremendously In the past few years

and suggested that communications between the students
and the administration may have
been at fault.
"This is appalling to .me,
that communications had broken down that much," he said.
He was incredulous that the
killings had happened at all.
A few days earlier "I would
have said that this cannot happen today In 1970," Dr. Myers
said, expressing sympathy that
"it happened at all."
However, he found the effectiveness of student demon-

strations "very weak...There
are more constructive ways to
settle the Vietnam Issue," he
said.. "Society is not accepting
this way."
Dr. Myers pointed out that colleges and universities are supported by the tax dollars, and
society's rejection of student
demonstrations could be reflected In future tax allotments
for higher education, as well
as an Increase In tuition and
fees.
Taking another view was James
Pellegrlnon, Student Associ-

ation president. "I don't think
there will be a significant backlash on this thing. We are going
to continue to hay e these demonstrations as long as Nixon continues calling students'bums'."
"They will continue until
they begin to look at the real
issues. This has been simmering all year long."
Peter P. Remaley, assistant
professor of English, Is an
alumnus of Kent, receiving his
master's degree there. "It's
been happening since 1965,"
he said, when Lyndon Johnson-

initiated the bombings In North
Vietnam. "Thedemonstrations
there were totally nonviolent."
He recalled an "aborted student strike" that was nonviolent, and was In protest of
.the war.
"My feeling is that with the
resuming of the bombing in
North Vietnam and the moving
into Cambodia, the students
simply felt frustrated,"he said.
- Frustration may be the key
word In understanding why the
students, demonstrating for
(Continued on Page Seveat)

Milestone Distribution Scheduled To Begin Tuesday, May 19
Barring an unforeseen delay,
distribution of the 1970 Milestone will begin Tuesday,
May 19, at 9 a.m. In Alumni
Coliseum.
Ken Robey, Milestone business manager, said that if the
30-ton shipment arrives early
enough Monday (May 18) to be
unloaded, distribution may begin Monday afternoon.
The 1970 Milestone will contain 606 pages and will present
the theme, "The Age of Aquarius."
He announced the following
distribution procedure:
-—There will be four distribution points In the concession
areas off the main concourse.
—Students whose last names
begin with A-K are to use the
Coliseum front entrance.
—Students whose last names
begin with L-Z are to use the
Coliseum rear entrance.
—Students will be required to
show their I.D. cards.

—Only students who have paid
the full fee of $7.50 will be
Issued a book. Students who have
been enrolled as fulltime students only one semester, either
fall or spring, are urged to
check with the Bursar's Office,
Coates Administration Building, to be sure the complete
fee has been paid. Balance of
the fee may be paid at the
Cashier's Window and the re-

—Faculty and staff members
may claim their books only at
the Office of the Dean of Public Affairs.
—An official print-out listing
names and amounts paid will be
used during the distribution
period and students and faculty
are encouraged to check now to
be certain full fees have been
paid.

BY KAREN MARTIN
Managing Editor
Overcrowding in women's
residence halls next fall "is
expected/' according to the
dean of women's office.
Capacity for the halls is approximately 3,050 and an additional "normal Increase"

—Only 25 copies of the Milestone are available for sale on
a first-come basis. A copy may
be reserved now by paying $7.50
at the Cashier's Window.

All Makes Serviced
JOHNSON OUTBOARD MOTORS
Across From Krogers—Phone 623-4010

TAPE PLAYERS
for
CAR and HOME
OVER 300 TAPES TO CHOOSE FROM
TRANSISTOR RADIOS
TAPE RECORDERS
tar Tape flayers-Home Tap* Players - Stereo
"Ytftur
Flartrnwlr UiMinni^■■■■"
■ our cieciToiiiv
neaaqiiui lei i

IllySlAyfll ...the family store

and
^\\\\

Far Away Places

BY JTJDI U3DFORD
the sale of season tickets, reim- f rom acket a^ts wtl8 $767.8o.
Fine Arts Editor
bursement from President
Entertainment for the preother than college, Irene Brent, sophomore.
The University Center Board, Martin for toeAiutfversary^con^~ prom concert May 23. which will
With less than a month of school left, stuis no exception.
dents have begun to think about things
sponsor of the Community Con- cert and the Junior Class' do- feature folksinger Don McLean
cert Series, five concerts fea- nation for the concert preced- land the rock group "Smith,"
turing big-name entertainers ing the prom.
will cost $3,500. Costs for stagExpenditures for the An- ing the concert will be an adand to noted speakers this
year, has operated within a niversary concert last Novem- ditional $500.
ber featuring "The Ramsey
$36,095.50 budget.
This concert is bing sponAccording to Howard Unter- Lewis Trio" were $3,000 to -1 sored by the Junior Class in
brink, controller, the $2 fee that contract the group and an ad- coordination with the Univerall full - time undergraduate ditional $302.78 to stage the . slty Center Board, and will be
students pay at registration concert. President Martin is .'■ open to all students, although
**.
each semester makes up the reimbursing the Entertainment Juniors and seniors snowing inbulk of the Entertainment Fund. Fund with $1,000 for this con- vltatlons will be given preferA total of $30,984 was collec- cert.
Students now residing in Eas% ence seats. The Junior class is
Residence halls assignments able to Eastern Kentucky United mis academic year.
The fee for "Little Anthony K contributing $2,000 to the con- tern residence halls who plan will be made on the basis of versity. Fee cards will be aThis is supplemental by the and the Imperials," featured at tracting and staging of thiscon- to attend the fall semester must available space and date of vallable in the lobby of the Jones
T_n..n_.. „«„„„..i _„.*j nnn I
,_. January
concert, was $4,000 cert. "
admission fpe^ , non-students «*
file a dormitory application and room deposit receipt. When a Building. Students should premust pay for etfch concert, by "Kandle," who set the stage for
sign a contract. .A $50 deposit specific, residence ball is re- sent completed application, feel
Season
ticket
sales
for
the
•>
the "Imperials," were contrac- community concert and lecture is required .with the applica- quested priority will be given card and $50 deposit for fall
ted for $600. Rental fees for a i series and the concerts totaled tion.
according to the date of re- and/or $20 deposit for summer
Students seeking financial as- ceipt of deposit
Hammond organ for the "Im- $134.
school at.the cashier's table in
perials" and two spotlights
Total expenditures for the sistance through the Student
Students should list three or the Jones Building between 8
totaled $514.52. Income from community concert series were Financial Aids Office who can- four preferences for resi- a.m. and 4 P.m., on the follow"at-the-door" admission was $6,000. Noted poet and literary not make the $60 deposit should dence halls. When a specific ing dates and by the alphabet
A fish fry is being spon- $715.
critic Mark Van Doren and report to Room 200, Admin- roommate is requested, request
sored at the Mulebarn SaturThe University spent $3,000 Newsweek columnist Stewart istration Building, In order to must be mutual and priority (last name) as listed:
day night from 7 until U by to bring David Frye to Easthave application Initialed by will be given according to the Monday, May 11- I through 8
Tuesday, May 12-T through Z
the Agriculture Club. Tickets ern in February. The "Ten Alsop each received $1,250 for
Student Financial Aids personmust be purchased
In ad- Wheel Drive," billed with Frye, their appearances. Members of nel before turning in applica- application bearing the latest
A through B
date.
vance and are now on sals at were contracted for $2,500.
Wednesday,
May
13-C
through H
(Continued on Page Seven)
tion.
Checks should be made paythe Agriculture Office, First Other expenses for that conOther late applicants
Floor. Fitrpatrick Building.
cert totaled $563.49. Total in$1.50 will buy all the food come from that concert from
that anyone wants to eat—fish, non-student members of the
potato chips, cole slaw, po- audience was $495.
I
tato salad, coke or coffee. The
"Kenny
Rogers and The
BY STUART REAGAN
The event will last from 9
Each student has been as- tation of every United Nations
meal will be followed by sing- First Edition,." who played to
Staff Rev
a.m. until 5 that afternoon. signed a country and will rep- country impossible.. However,
ing and a short program which what is believed to have been
The students will be divided resent the country In the same
will include honors, awards, and the largest concert audience
Tomorrow (Friday) a mock into two groups with those context as would be expected most of the prominent memshort talks by students and fac- in Eastern's history last month, United Nations is planned on
bers of the UN and those unulty of the Agriculture Depart- were contracted for $5,000. Ad- Eastern's campus. The parti- on the General Assembly meet- at the United Nations in New ions
where turmoil is now
ment. The event Is open to ditional expenses for that con- cipants will be students of Dr. ing in Room 108 In the library York.
present
will be portrayed.
everyone.
cert totaled $$3.79. Income Rudoifo Martinez's interna- while participant members of
the (security Council will meet
Approximately 30 students
tional Organization class.
in Combs 116 for the day.
in the class will make represen- v The activity will be open to
the general public. Flags of
the represented nations will
adorn the General Assembly
meeting room.

Fall Semester Housing Applications
Must Be Submitted Next Week

TALOG
ORDER

Go all out for Burger Queen

DIAMONDS, WATCHES
STERLING, LIGHTERS
WEDDING BANDS

All Name Brandt — Lnss Than Reg. Price

o

Free Engraving, on All Purchases while you wait

KESSLER JEWELERS
, Richmond's Leading Jeweler For 25 Yrs.
Next Door To Begley's
623-1292
II WITH THIS COUPONIBHIBB

Buy

|

Royal Burger
and
Drink
Get
FRENCH FRIES

o
"
jE

Dinner Theatre Deadline Friday

The deadline for sophomores
Students
may attend the
to complete forms to go to the dinner and play for $2 a perBarn Dinner Theatre has been son because the sophomore class
extended until tomorrow (Fri- Is paying an additional $3.50
day). The class is going to the per student from their treasBarn Dinner Theatre, Winches- ury.
ter, next Thursday, May 14, for
Sophomores planning to go
a buffet dinner and the stage should complete forms which
play "Bell, Book and Candle" are available in the residence
for 92 per person.
halls. Completed forms may be

of tno staff«—
GRADUATES
* lady

SPECIALISTS IN
Waves
* Wioe Wave

Permanent Waves

BURGER ©'QUEEN

UmiJo
ASK AIOUT THL

Friday and Saturday
8 A.M. HI 12 Midnight
BIG HILL AVE. ON U.S. 25

& iee4 \

TOTALLY NEW CONCEPT

mUl

Smont

IN HAW DESIGN

- PIVOT POINT METHOD 212 SOUTH SECOND

Dr. Martinez, who Is a professor of political science recently returned from taking a
group of Eastern students to New
York to observe the United Nations' operations and participation in a seminar. Many of
those students will participate
in the mock UN.

r .

Several students hate also
represented Eastern at model
United Nations in various parts
of the country.

flappin,ess
Is what I settlX's'ld o

It Is tho constant

THIS COUPON ■■■■■

8 A.M til 11 P.M.

The class In preparation has
been divided into three committees in order to discuss possible resolutions and prepare floor actions for Friday.

HAIR DESIGN

OF

Expires 14th May

turned
in to Gary Sbockley
1U7 Todd; Art Casein 905
Todd; Marty Lange, 1010 Todd;
Joy Monhollen, 702 Clay; Peggy McGee, 724 Walters; Pat
Taylor, 304 Clay, or Dn. Emogene Hogg, sponsor. Combs 319.
Those attending may bring
dates.
Buses will be provided for
students needing transportation. Eastern buses and. student cars will leave Combs
Parking Lot 3 at 6 p.m. next
Thursday.

EASTERN SCHOOL

FREE

Sunday Thru Thursday

I

Fish Fry Set
At Mulebarn

Mock United Nations Scheduled For Friday

1SS W. IRVINE BIT.

RICHMOND. KENTUCKY!

A $20 per semester reduc- semester Increase in residence
of 200 coeds is anticipated.
Last September 3,102 coeds tion In residence fees will be. hall fees.
Residence halls that may have
made for each person assignwere housed in the halls.
ed to this arrangement. This re- three to a room are Case, SulForms have been distri- duction will lower residence livan, Burnam and McGregor.
buted to the women to give them fees to HO less than the prea chance to indicate their choice sent fees per semester.
Relief Is expected six weeks
of roommates and residence
after the fall semester begins
when student teachers leave
hall. In case they are asked
or prefer to live three to s
The Board of Regents re- for their assignments and also
cently approved a lio per at the end of the fall semester.
room.

Student Entertainment Fees
Can Go A Long Way . . .

OLDSMOBILE

IBIWITH

—Plastic, protective covers
will be on sale at each distribution point While they last,
they will be sold for 25 cents
each.
>

Dorm Overcrowding Expected Next Fall

Canfield Motors

TSuto

ceipt should be kept to prevent
a delay In obtaining the Milestone.
—Student teachers or other
students who are off campus
may have a friend pick up their
books either by leaving with
them their I.D. card or a signed
statement of authorization.
—On-campus students wlU be
expected to claim their own
books.

423-5472

is
of
financial worries so you
can "live a little". You find
this happiness in our special cash-value life insurance plans for Seniors and
Graduate Students.
Add this special kind of
happiness to your life —
I'll be glad to help you
do it.

Charles Johnson
SouthwoBtern UfiEs

\otOQ*
OoUege-Oareer North 2nd St
DHsfe'

1750 Alexandria Dr., Lexington, Ky.
Bus. STI-gUl
A/C

I

I
I
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Metrick Wants Hearing
fro'Clarify The Issues'
Phyllis Hetrick, assistant professor of English, has requested written reasons, why her
ract with Eastern has not
i renewed and has asked for
hearing to defend
charges.
«lss Hetrlck, through WinBter'attorney Henry L. Rosehthai Jr., made the requests
in a letter dated April 29 and

pires June 20; this has been
her first year of teaching at
Eastern.
She told The Progress this
week that she has made the
requests "to clarify the issues
Editorial, Page S
of faculty and student's rights,
and 14 of the U.8. Constitution to make public the criteria
and sections of the Constitution for faculty evaluation and to
strengthen the integrity of the
of Kentucky.
University/'
Miss Hetrtck*s contract es-

sent to Eastern President Robert R. Martin.
The letter made the requests
pursuant to amendments 1, 5,

Awards Program
—f

i.

I,

.

■

I,

Honors Day To Be Held Sunday
• Eastern's annual Honors Day
program will be this Sunday at
2 p.m. in Brock Auditorium.
Persons on the Dean's Ustfor
• the fall semester and all people in Who's Who in Colleges
tad Universities, 1970, will be
J Deans of colleges wiUpresent 70 departmental awards
including citations, books, and

Their members are urged to be
present.
_ ,
"This is the third year we* v#
had Honor's Day on Mother's
Day," Robert Tarvin, Assistant
director of student affairs, told
The Progress this week. "It
The program is being pro- has added to the effectiveness
duced by the four major bon- of the program and the attenoraries on campus. Cwens, Col- dance by parents. Last year
legiate Pentacle, Kappa Iota Ep- approximately 700 persons atsllon and Omicron Alpha Kappa. tended meprogram/'
$100 scholarships. Ten organisational awards will be presented to members for outstanding service and participation.

Senior Day Scheduled For May 29
With Luncheon Honoring Seniors
A luncheon to honor graduating
seniors has been
scheduled for 12:30 p.m. Friday, May 29, in the Student
Union dining room..
Rehearsal
for the May 31
Baccalaureate and Commencement will follow the luncheon.
Graduating seniors should
inform the information window.
Administration Building of East-

ern President Robert R. Martin, rector of Christ Episcopal
if they will attend the luncheon. Church in Hartan, will deliver
May 29 also has been designa- the Baccalaureate Sermon at
ted "Senior Day" at Eastern. 11 a.m. in the Coliseum.
Dr. Florence Stratemeyer,
distinguished professor of education at Eastern, will deliver
the Commencement Address
May 31 at 4 p.m. In Alumni
Coliseum.
The Rev. William P. Burns,

Caps, gowns and hoods will
be issued in Room 202, Walnut
Hall. Student Union, beginning
Monday, May 25, from 8:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. They also will be
Issued Saturday, May SO. from
8 a.m. to noon and on Sunday
prior to Baccalaureate.

'Pygmalion' Premieres
Next Thursday At 8
BY JUDI LEDFORD
Fine Arts Editor
'' Pygmalion", George Bernard
Shaw's modern parallel of the
story of'Pygmalion, legendary
sculptor and King of Cyprus,
will open next Thursday, May
14, in the Pearl Buchanan Theatre.
The combining of Pygmalion
story
with that of a Cinder. v ' • >
ella girl is pleasantly comic,
Cadets from Eastern's ROTC Brigade observe trainees durbut beneath the comedy lies
ing their visit to Ft. Gordon recently.
a satire on the superficiality
of class distinctions.
It was Shaw's belief that the
woman is the pursuer in the
struggle of the sexes, and man
too tardily wakens to his fate.
"Pygmalion" supports this thesis.
Barbara RudlseU, a newcomer
to the University Theatre, plays
Eliza Doolittle, the cockney
"flower girl" who Professor
A group of 25 cadets from were enrolled in the school ex- Henry Hlggins, phonetician,
Eastern's ROTC Brigade visi- pressed an Interest in military (Marshall Garrett) transforms
ted Ft. Gordon last weekend. police operations. The cadet into a seeming English lady,
The cadets were all members Military Police Company was primarily by teaching her to
speak cultivated English.
of the Brigade's Military Police initiated in 1967.
Cadets
toured
the
4th
BriBarry Meyer is Col. PickCompany.
ering, another phonetician; HThe Eastern Kentucky MP gade (MP), the Military Police
arold McKay is Alfred DooCompany was the first of its Combat Development Command
little, one of the "undeserving
kind to be organized. It was a and MP Operations at the provost
marshall's
off
Ice.
They
alpoor", Tool Trimble is Mrs.
logical outgrowth of the UniverHigglns and Jo Feltner is Mrs.
sity's School of Law Enforce- so watched a tracker dog demPearce.
ment. Many of the cadets who onstration.

Military Observation

Military Members
Tour Operations

Plans
for the Freshman
Class' annual "White Rose
Formal" May 16 have been
completed.
"Tom Dooley and the LoveLites" will provide the entertainment for the strictly formal

Informative Sessions

Cadets Visit Depot
For 'M ilitary Insight'
Sixteen ROTC cadets from
Eastern' observed the operations of the Lexington-Blue
Grass Army Depot Friday during a day-long visit with the
depot's military and civilian
directors.
The informative-type visitation, termed "A Day With the
Command" offered the cadets
an insight into military activities in which they may become
involved after graduation from
college.
,
The program was established
by Colonel Max Etkin, depot
commander, to better acquaint
ROTC cadets with military
activities and missions.
Following an orientation by

Colonel Etkin, the cadets viewed
operations in Administration;
Distribution and Transportation;
and Maintenance. The group also
toured the ammunition area at
the Blue Grass Activity at Richmond.
Major Nathan Brewster,
Eastern ROTC associate professor of Military Science, accompanied to the depot Cadets
Gary Bates; Thomas Brecht;
Gary Brueggen; Michael Cowman; John Crites; Ted Curtis;
William Dorland; Rodney Day,
James Forsythe; James Maxcum; Jim McPhail; Thomas
Meeks; James Pleasant; Gary
Reed; Jack Whitney, and Gary
Wilson.

affair. The Louisville band is
regarded as one of the state's
best.
The dance will be held outside, weather permitting on the
Martin Hall Terrace. Admission will be $3.50 per couple if
bought in the Student Union
grill next week. Bids at the
door wiU cost $4. ^___

"This Earth, This Realm, This
England," the final presentation of the Audubon Wildlife
Film Series, wiU be shown
tonight at 8 in Hiram Brock
Auditorium.

pa, the only other national women's physical education honorary.
These two organisations will
have separate councils for
the next two years but will
operate as one fraternity. In
1972 the organization will be
called Delta Psi Kappa.

A panorama of the English
and Welsh countrysides, the
film features footage of the
largest and most varied collection of waterfowl In the world.
Admission is open to holders
of season tickets to the series.
|

HORSES:
Daniel Boone Riding Stable

Highway 227, 3V2 miles from
■oontsboro State Park Toward Winchester.
Trail rides, moonlight rides
and a picnic

Quanitv Rights Reserved

1

featuring

'Martiniiing'
MOST m Dry Cleaning
Watch for oar Specials

Miss Welch was elected at
Phi Delta Pi's national convention.
»'
-£.

TW o*3°5iOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY
Two Drive-In Windows
623-3939

Leadership Day Slated!

311 W. Main

"V

BY KITTY DYEHOUSE
Staff Reporter
Leaders for the7Cs will participate in a campus leadership
clinic on Saturday morning, May
16. The leadership day will be
opened to all Eastern students
who are Interested in assuming
positions as leaders.
Dr. Wesley I.Schmidt, Professor of Counselor Education,
Northern Illinois University,
will co-ordinate the day's activities. Dr . Schmidt is a specialist in the field of human relations in industry, group guidance, elementary guidance and
measurement. He will begin the
day with his group interaction
techniques which have been used
at clinics across the nation.
The students will later divide themselves into three
groups-presidents and vicepresidents, secretaries and

treasurers and committee members. These groups, led by
members of the university's
staff or by the Student Association will concentrate on the best
methods to use as leaders in
those areas. Treasurers will
be instructed concerning .the
universities procedures regarding finance for organisations and
will be able to discuss their
problems with other treasurers,
for instance.
Eastern's Student Association and two honoraries, CWENS
and Omicron Alpha Kappa, are
sponsoring this leadership day.
An officers of organisations
all committee members, and
an students interested in serving in this capacity in years
following are invited to attend.

Water Show
Tonight At 8
' "Splashes of Scents" swim
snow will begin tonight (Thursday) and continue tomorrow and
Saturday in Combs Natatorium at 8.
Twenty-three coeds will participate In the show, which is
sponsored by the CatallnaCiub.
Admission will be 76 cents for
students and SI for adults. Tickets may be purchased at the
door. The club's sponsor is
Miss Dorothy Kirkpatrlck.

BURGER MATIC
Hamburgers 18<
French Fries 18<
Chuck Wagon,
i

Creamy Milkshakes

Sominex
Tablets
32s
$1.98 Value

$1.27
MOTION PICTURE!
ATTRACTIONS
HIRAM BROCK
AUDITORIUM

Where it's easy to park
and a pleasure to shop
Open Every Night'Until 9:00 P.M.

MOTHERS DAY
GIFTS AND CARDS
■•>

May 7—Thursday—No Mevle
Audubon Film
Mmy 8 * •—Friday *£•*»***
DOUBLE FEATURE!
HANG 'EM HIGH
R
Clint Eastwood, Infer Stevens,
THE GOOD. THE BAD,
AND THE UGLY
R
Clint Eastwood, Lee VanCleef
Eli Wallace.

May 11 * 12—
Monday A Tuesday
THE HAPPY ENDING
GP
Jean Simmons, John Forsythe

Aqua
Velva
After Shave

a

8Koz.
$2.23 Value

$1.39
▼▼

Geritol
Tablets
40s
$2.98 Value

May II — Wednesday
GOODBYE COLUMBUS R
Richard Benjamin, All MacGraw. Jack Klugman
Nan Martin

SENSATIONAL BUT!
FAMOUS MAKE WATCHES

$25.00
For Mother. Dad. tha Graduate! 14K fold-filled
watches, all from nationally advertised makers.
Men's 17 and 25 jewel self-winders, chronof raphs.
stop watches! Ladies' 17 and 25 jewel movements, some with 2 to 10 diamonds!

May 14*15
Thursday a Friday—
Ne Mevle—Dance Theatre

2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:

May II—Saturday
FAR FROM THE
MADDENING CROWD GP
Julie Christie, Terence Stamp,
Peter Finch, Alan Bates

8

MAIN STREET

s'e^v
ITV vnupc inniriMC (no
IF IT'Sr nu.i
QUALITY
YOU RE 10OKIN6 FOR

'

i

Phone 744-8325 or 744-5419.

Greg Osborne, Freshman
Class president,, stressed that
the dance is not a turn-about
(girl-ask-boy). He added that
anyone wishing to help with decoratons, which are now being
made according to the theme
"Under the Sweetheart Tree,"
should contact any Freshman
Class officer.

Richmond
One-Hour Cleaners

The boxofflce will be open,
beginning Monday, from 2-6
p.m. on performance dates.
Reservations may be made by
calling 622-3480. Admission
prices are 75 cents for high
school students, $1 for EKU
students and $125 general admission.

Audubon Film Tonight At 8

Freshman Formal Plans Complete

Welch Elected For Term
In National Honorary <
Paula Welch instructor of
physical education has been
elected to a biennial term as
national president of Phi Delta Pi, national honorary fraternity in women's physical education.
Miss Welch has served as
national vice-president for the
past two years and during this
time has been instrumental in efEastern ROTC cadets toured the Lexington-Bluegrass Army
a merger between Phi
Bepot'.Priday 4erian- informative visitation termed "A Day I fecting
Dent Pi and Delta Ps* KapWith the Command".

Kathy Paris is Clara Hill,
Terri Luken is Mrs. Hill, Walter Coleman is Freddy and Fred
De Jaco is Nepomuck.
Directed by Horace KeUey, assistant professor of drama and
speech, the play will run through
next Saturday and May 20-23,
beginning at 8 p.m. each evening.

and

WATER STREET
■A&i>

Selected Short Subjects AU
Programs — Ticket Office
Opens 7:80 P.M.
>., Show Starts 8:01 PJt.
Admission 75c
Children (under IS) 50c

$1.87
Balsam
Instant Hair
Conditioner
$1.98 Value

$1.39
Downtown

IWWHHY

Ceafer

Jk

Richmond Plaza
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Three Colloquia Groups Scheduled Tonight
in Combs 222; Environmental
Awareness in Combs 221 and
Drug Use in America in Combs
Three Colloquia thought clu- 223.
Religion and the New Morsters (discussion groups) are
scheduled to meet tonight at ality is to be discussed next
8. The group discussing Black Tuesday night at 8 in Combs
and White Crisis is to meet 221.
BY PATRICIA OARB
Academics Editor

so Interested that the discus"Nine people were present
at the discussion group on Re- sion lasted three hours."
ligion and the New Morality
last night (Tuesday), Ernes"We are seeing new faces
to Scorsone, steering cluster each week. Students are bemember told The Progress this
coming more receptive to the
week.
"The session did not Idea behind Colloquia," Scorbreak up until 11 p.m. We were sone added.
\

"The steering cluster urges
all members of the University
community to participate In the
hope that more Informal learning can take place at Eastern,"
Ike Norrls, steering cluster
chairman, said.

Faculty Senate To Check On Outstanding Committee Reports

I

BY PATRICIA CARR
Academics Editor
Faculty Senate passed a
proposal Monday afternoon
stating
that the Executive
Committee should make a report
in the next Senate meeting on
the progress of all proposals
passed In the Senate during the
year.
Among the outstanding proposals
&re the feasibility of
shortening the final semester
of graduating seniors and a
study of teacher tenure regulations.
In other business, approval
was given for the presentation
of four honorary degrees. Dr.
Florence B. Stratemeyer, Eastern professor of education and

excitingly
different!
a pocketful of
pleasure
wherever'
you go I

spring commencement speaker,
will receive the honorary Doctor of Letters degree. James
L. Suppet, executive secretary
of the teacher retirement system, will receive the honorary

Doctor of Law degree at the
spring commencement exercises.
Dr. Adron Do ran, President
of Morehead State University

and scheduled summer term
commencement speaker will reeetve the honorary Doctor of
Law degree at the summer commencement (Aug. 6). Harry'
M. CaudlU, chairman of the

President's

Commission on
.
...
Education In Appalachia. wtu
«l«o
receive the honorary
Doctor of Letters degree Aug.
6.

Instrumental Concert Series Begins Tonight
The first of the Twilight Concerts featuring Instrumental groups from the
Department of Music at Eastern will be tonight at 8 In Van
Peursem Pavilllon.
The featured group for this
Twilight Concert will be the

Symphonic Band under the direction of Dr. Gerald Grose.
Student Conductors also will be
featured. Senior Flnley Hamilton will conduct the "Third
Suite" of Jager and Michael
Flsk will conduct "Dance
Rhythms" by Rlegger.

Other works on the concert
will consist of the Ives setting
of "Variation on America" and
the "Concerto for Trombone"
by Ley den featuring student soloists John Drew, David Ball
and Douglas OaUey.
On Thursday, May 14, the Jau

Ensemble and Percussion Ensemble under the direction of
Dr. Gerald Grose and Dr. Donald Cooper will perform. The
May 21 concert will feature the
Concert Band under the direction of Mr. Robert Hartwell.
The Symphonic Band will return
on May 28.

Musical 'Notes
Combination Recital To Be Presented Tomorrow Night
The Eastern Department of
Music will present graduate
student Diehl Ackermann tenor, and senior student David
Hayes baritone, In a combined
recital on Friday, May 8, at
8 p.m. In Room 300, Music
Building.
Ackermann. a pupil of Miss
Janette Amboise-Chaumontwill
present music by Schutz, Buxtehude, Bach, and Vaughn Williams. He will be accompanied
by Miss Joy Barr on the piano
and harpsichord and assisted
by Miss Mary Burdette, flute,
on the Bach work and Miss
Barbara Stutzke, viola, on the
Vaughn Williams.
Hayes, a pupil of Dr. Donald
Henrickson, will perform works'

by Dowland Handel, Schubert
and Wolf. He will be accompanied by Miss Karen Brickey.
Eastern Department of Music students Mary Jo Owens,
alto saxophonist, and Lester
Johnson, bassoonist, will combine to present a Joint recital
Sunday at 8 p.m. in Room 300,
Music Building, as part of the
graduation requirements of the
Department of Music.
Miss Owens, a pupU of Earl
Thomas, will present a program
of music by Ibert and Leclair.
Johnson a student of Robert
Cook, will perform music by
Von Weaver and Wilder.

OFFICE PH. 423-3131

NI6HT ML 423-4574
52J32tt

i _i

EVANS

C.

SPURLIN

Both students have beenactive in the EKU Symphonic Band,
the Symphony Orchestra and
both have been awarded the outstanding woodwind
student
award, Miss Owens in 1968 and
Mr. Johnson in 1069. The concert is open to the public without
charge.
The Music Department will
present Honegger's "King David" as the spring oratorio production this Sunday at 8 p.m.
in Hiram Brock Auditorium.
Thomas A. Miller will conduct the combined Oratorio
Chorus, Concert Choir and EKU
Symphony Orchestra In the performance of mis 20th century
oratorio.
Dr. Richard Benson, Chairman of the Drama and Speech
Department, will narrate the
performance, with Deborah
Rlckwald, sophomore drama
major, narrating the Witch of

jsattap

»;o

Uft

FARMS - COMMERCIAL - RKSIOJ-NTIAU
PRIVATE & AUCTION SALES- ■.

II BUSINESS $IICE If 55
D0U6US CHEMAULT, SiMse.i
rilltlt'ivMA6tt. SIIISMI
Hera's The Ntw
Swrotl That Gets Around
MAIMsHtryDtsignceFal
Featured Zinith Quality
l-Transistor Radio
THE ROYAL 16
The "easy to take along" pocket
radio that plays open or closed
with superb tone. Comes in a remarkably durable cabinet.
Zenith quality speaker. Uses 2
Penlite batteries. Your choice of
Dark Brown color. Beige color or
Ebony color. Complete with earphone attachment
t*+mt
and batteries in atv|/*5
tractive gift box.
■ *»

Spaghetti Dinner Tonight

3 ID CAST MAIN ST.

RICHMOND, KV.

A spaghetti dinner will be tonight from 4:30 to 7 at the First
Baptist Church. Price for the
dinner is 31.00. Tau Kappa Epsllon Fraternity is sponsor.

DALE'S

Canterbury Club Plans Picnic

\Smkirl
jet
FREE PICK UP

24-HOUR

AMD DELIVERY

WRECKER SERVICE

The quality
goes in before
the name goes on*

Walter's
Appliance Co.

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Official
Eastern organization* may send
announcements for this new
column to Club-tlvtty, The Profreea, Fourth Floor, Jones
Building.)

The next meeting of the English Canterbury Club will be
May 13,1970, at Dr. John Long's
home. A picnic is planned and
reservations should be made
through Dr. Long's office,
Combs 104.
Dance Concert

'Tor Al Your MiBhwIcol NoooV
Ph 623-9168

SAVE ON SANDALS
"AdeUe"
% Heel
Red Smooth
White Smooth

Reg. $8.00
Our Price

RICHMOND
DRIVE-IN THEATRE

Eastern Dance Theatre will
have its annual spring concert
in Brock Auditorium May 14and
16.

Mr. Artie Noble, graduate,
assistant in the Department of
Music at Eastern wlU present agraduate recital in trum,pet on Monday May 11 at 8
p.m. in Room 300, Foster Music Building.
His program will include Purcell's Sonata for Trumpet and
Piano, the Concerto for Two
Trumpets Strings and Harpsichord by Francesco Manfredini,
the Suite for Trumpet and Piano
by Orlando Gibbons and the Legend for Trumpet and Piano by
Georges Enesco.
He will be accompanied on the
Piano and Harpsichord by Brenda Eagsdale and will be assisted by Mr. Frederick Peterson and the Eastern Kentucky
University String Ensemble.
Noble, a student of Frederick
Peterson, has been graduate assistant in Band this year. He
completed the Bachelor of Arts
degree at Eastern In 1966 and
has been teaching at the Lee
County High chool In Boattyville until this year.
Some of Nobel's teachers include Or. William McQueen,
State Supervisor
of Music.
Mr. Ralph Montgomery, Eastman School of Music, Jack Adams Cincinnati Conservatory
and others. The recital Is open
to the public without charge.

wm

The Ugly Duckling'
Sigma Nu's annual "Ugly Man" contest has
been In progress this week. Results will be
announced tomorrow (Friday) in the grill.
Pictures of the entrants have been taken
this week in the Student Union basement

The winner will receive a trophy and another,prize. Second and third place winners win
receive a trophy. This picture is from last
year's contest.

NEWS BRIEFS
I.I

'

.

■

SCEG Organization Being Planned
An organisation at Eastern and controls, and decision
awaiting official University
approval from the Faculty Sensee
ate is the Student Council for
Exception Children.
Dr. Wallace C. Dixon. chairThe group will have a meeting at 6 p.m. Thursday, May man of the General Studies
14, in Room 204 Weaver. Wea- Science Program at Eastern
ver Budding. A£iiw*r«f4ed, sto- attended the recent Regional
dents are invited to the meeting and are eligible for memlanta.
bership.
„ .','
The conference was sponOfficers of the organization are Ron Kendrlck, presi- sored by the United States Ofdent; Myra
Williams, vice- fice of Education to acquaint
president; Diana Moore sec- educators with the variety of
ond vice-president; Susan Hlnes, programs available for the
recording secretary; Terry Instruction of non-science maTownsend, coorespondlng sec- jors in college science.
retary, and Donna Sargent,
•»*
treasurer.
Adviser to the
group is Dr. Ralph White of
Kitty Dyehouse was elected
Eastern's Department of Spec- president and Student Council
ial Education and Rehabilita- representative Monday of Alpha
tion.
Phi Gamma,., Journalism honorary. Others officers elected
see
were
Marianne Falk, vicepresident;
Jill Austin; secreThirty-five
police chiefs,
sheriffs, and other officers tary; Mike Park; treasurer and
from throughout Kentucky have Daryl Poynter, bailiff.
completed the fourth police
•••
management course at Eastern.
Dr. Ernest Bryn chairman
The one-week course, instructed by members of the of the chemistry department,
F.B.I Kentucky State Police, and his wife Doris, have been
Department of Military Affairs presented each a plaque by
Paul Fowler
and Attorney General's Office, Commissioner
was sponsored by the Kentucky of the Lexington Police Department.
Law Enforcement Council.
The plaques were presentSubjects
included police
training and organization; per- ed for "meritorious work with
sonnel rating, management, and
handling, of problems, supervisory and executive development; recruitment and selection of patrolmen; human relatlons; administrative devices

the Community Youth Police
Auxiliary."
Dr. Bryn and his wife worked
with youth who had been in
trouble with the law and presented
their magic act for
them. According to Dr. Bryn.
"these were some of the best
wn." .

The 53rd annual meeting
of the Kentucky Section of the
Mathematical Association of Am erica will be Saturday at the
University of Kentucky, according to Dr. AughtumS. Howard, professor of mathematics
at Eastern and secretary-treasurer of the organization.
The program will begin with
two parallel sessions for contributed papers on mathematics
and on mathematics education.
Following this, there will be a
joint session at which Mathematics Professor B.J. Pettis,
University of North Carolina,
will speak on "Mr. Blank,What,
Is The Good of AU This Stuff?"
From 1:15 to 1:55 p.m., hi
Room 153 of the Chemistry*!
Physics Building, I.M.B., Lexington, will sponsor a presentation titled "A Programming
Language; introduction and System Demonstration."
The.,
meeting will end with a movie
in Room 118, Classroom Building, beginning at 2:15 p.m.

:::::>x^:^::::::^

MANY MOONS ANTIQUES

4 Mil** l*v«i «n Ui. 25

fcw f—d - Ht. MMTIS

Endor scene.
Guest soloists are Miss Jean
Cassady, soprano, and Mr. David Crouse, tenor, both from the
Louisville area.
Mr. Miller says of "King
David," "This oratorio is one
of the most exciting works in
the entire oratorio repertoire.
It holds audience interest particularly well, because of the
fact mat it is narrated throughout, and because it Includes such
scenes as a funeral cortege for
Goliath, the march of the Hebrews, and the very effective
setting of the Incantation of the
Witch of Endor, who summons
up Samuel from the dead. Scenes
of this type are not normally
found In oratorio, but their inclusion here enhances the composite drama of the life, of David."
The performance is open to
students and the public without
charge.

AND

GIFTS
242-250 W. MAIN STREET

(LYNDON HOTEL

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
H0V1E STARTS AT DUSK

currr EasrwooD
"COOGans BLUfr

Time of decision — what to give the graduate and the bride and
the annoversary couple! We can help you.

IN COLOR
A UWIVIHSAL

$5.95

PtCTtmi

&£tttt$*M^^

SIDNEY POITia
BOD STE6B
III THE HEAT Of THE MIGHT"
IN COLOR

Sandwiches, Yes! But
That's Not AH!

STARTS SUNDAY
Adults only
«rk Brown
■Makes
Hugh
Hefners

"C_—"

'Spa

Berea, Kentucky!

Steaks, Seafood, Ham and a real winner —
FRIED CHICKEN! We've been refining our dinner menu ever since 1940 and we're mighty
proud of the one we're protesting to our at*
tomentoaay.Thiimefitosanaaventureingood
eating!

Playboy
Penthouse

*By-Poss
across from
University Inn
Open 10-9

look like
a nursery
school I"
-Atcrv

SAMPLE SHOES
M0UY MEIZGfH
•rattutt

BonkAmerlcard * Masters * Shoppers Charge

•THE^BERTINE'

rearming
* Special Discount Prices for
Cohoge Students
■■ftanvaawAasiawneaaavn

VjusdiM BOY
•^

Across From The Campus

Com* by or Phone 984-8005

FOR CARRY OUT CALL 623 4100
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27 Milestone Citations Awarded;
9
'Have Shown Involvement
Milestone Citation* have been
awarded to 27 Eastern Kentucky University seniors "Who
nave shown involvement in
campus life through their leadership and abilities In extra-curricular activities."
The staff of the 1970 Milestone, student yearbook at Easter, said the Senior Citations
encompass eight
areas of
university life;
athletics,
speech and drama, music, religion, student government, military science, student publica-

tions, and Greek orgelsaUons.
Candidates for the honor were
nominated by departmental
chairmen, organisational sponsors, and athletic coaches. The
final selections were made by
a secret committee of administrators and student representatives.
Seniors receiving
citations' in the yearbook are:
Outstanding Greeks-- Debors
Edwards,
Louisville,
and
Richard Judson, Bardstown.
Religion- George Pierce,

Cynthiana, and Laura Roser,
Lexington.
Student government—Robert Barie Laux Sarasota, Fla.
and Robert Wameld, Louisville.
Athletics—
Paul Schults,
Louisville; Thomas Swarts,
Campton; Boyd Lynch, Louisville; John Buckner, Tampa.
Fla.; Teddy Taylor Cyntlflana,
and Lacy Hegood Winchester.
Music—Susan Lovell. Richmoad, and Danny Harris, Some rset
Student publications—William

K

Council Denounces National Guard Action;
Eastern Flags Flown Half Staff In Memory

>
(
required the Student Council to
, "publicly denouce and condemn
Stoess, Crestwood; Karl Park, the actions taken by the Ohio
Richmond; Nancy Brucchleri, National Guardsmen that led to
Louisville;
Joe Edwards, the killing of William Schneider,
Crawfordsville, Ind.; Allen Jeffery Miller, Sandy LeeScheTrimble, Richmond, and James uer and Allison Krause."
Culbertson, Paris.
The resolution followed earlSpeech and Drama—Lana ier remarks by Student AsBell , Valley Station; KarenIA sociation president James Pellegrlnon that the action by the
Siawter, Richmond.
Guardsmen was "absolutely lnMilitary—John Dudley Good defensable...there was no Juslette Naples, Fla.; Marl
tification whatsoever."
to- Lawrenceburg; Richard MaPellegrlnon said that''we(the
ana, Montrose, N.Y.. and Student Council) need to express
Gary Brueggen, Bellevue.
ourselves to this situation."
"How can Nixon call students
'bums' and condemn violence.,
Pellegrlnon said, 'after the violence by members of the Othe future. In the past, staging hlo National Guard."
Other Council action Tuescosts have Included light and
instrument (when
required) day, the second report from the
Constitutional Revision Com-.
rentals and hiring ushers.
Now you know how far the U- mittee was given to the body
nlverslty can stretch your $2. by President Pellegrlnon.

Center Board Studied Other University Operations
(Coattsmed frem Page Foar)
The University Center Board
traveled to Indiana University
and Ball State University this
year to study the operations of
Student Center Boards at those
schools. Their expenses were
$118.65.
•

After past and projected expenses, the University Center
Board expects to have a balance of $3,662.27 in the Entertainment Fund at the end of the
school year.
Since the University must

is absolutely no censorship
whatsoever" of The Progress.
Edwards also said that "because there has to be a man at
the top" he selects for print
the unsigned editorials on the
opinion pages of the newspaper.
Th Progress editor stressed
that students can best take a
part in presenting their own
opinions by submitting letters
for publication to The Progress.
Association President Pellegrlnon announced the resignation of Councilman Scorsone as
the chairman of the Election
Rules committee. Scorsone had
told Pellegrlnon that he had become campaign manager for a
candidate in next week's elections, and that the two positions
might be conflicting.
,
Pellegrlnon said that he appointed Bob Babbagetothepost,
who also resigned because of
election campaign activity.
Pellegrlnon assumed the E-

lectlon Committee chairmanship himself.
A
partially
completed
committee
report
by
Greg Stoner, co-chairman of the
Student Health Services Committee, showed mat a great
number of Eastern students
have felt themselves In need
of professional help at some
time during their college
career.
A great number of those students who felt they had "serious
problems" Indicated In a questionnaire that they either did not
feel that they could receive adequate attention at present campus facilities, or that they simply did not know who to contact for help.
Stoner said that the complete
report by the committee will
be finished as soon as possible.
Of more than 1,000 questionnaires sent to various students
by the committee, 517 were returned answered.

Reaction To Kent State Shootings Has Spread Across The Nation

Campaigning Underway
alphabet, with-their party affiliation listed after their
names.
Addltonal copies of the campaign rules may be picked up
in the Student Association of-

rent spotlights tor each concert
at a cost of $220 for each concert, the Board plans to ^y
a spotlight with $2,500 of the
balance. This will defray the expenses of staging concerts in

The
committee offered
recommendations for reconsideration of several of the Council's amendments to the new
constitution.
In another matter, Progress
Editor
Joe M. Edwards
answered
councllmembers'
questions about Progress editorial policy.
Rudd Parsons asked Edwards
why The Progress had written so little "positive coverage" of the April 18 Mulebarn opening, yet had given the
Mulebarn committee so much
criticism."
Edwards told Parsons that the
student newspaper had devoted
almost a month's news coverage to the Mulebarn opening,
and had carried only one critical editorial.
Student Court Chief Justice
Barie Laux also asked The
Progress editor if mere was
any censorship of the paper.
Edwards said that "there

(Centlansed from Pnge Foe*)
peace,
felt the necessity to refice in the Student Union Busort to violence at Kent—as well
ilding.
Voting places for the Wed- as at other universities In the
nesday elections will be located past few weeks.
in the lobby of each dorm, and
in the Student Union Lobby for
off-campus students.

At Santa Barbara University,
a student was killed, Ironically,
while trying to protect the Bank
of America from an attacking
band of radicals. Explanation
was that the policeman's ri-

fie had accidentally discharged. had occurred.
Additional violence occurred
At Harvard, a demonstration
during
anti- war demonstrations
of 3,000 people required 1,500
policemen with tear gas and at the University of California
clubs to bring about order, but in Berkeley, and police and
not before $100,000 of damage students battled for two days.
Berkeley Chancellor Roger W.

Heyns said that the "wanton
destruction" was "unprecedented in the history of the
University."
And finally, at the state's
own University of Kentucky,
students set fire to an ROTC

building, "In sympathy" and
"mourning" the deaths of the
Kent students, in addition to a
much-publicized "confrontation" of UK regent A.B. Chandler and a youth, as well as scuffles with the police.

Candidates 'Debate' Wednesday

(Continued from Page Owe)
Cameron said bis party has
stood that Cameron was In op- him to be influential with any
experience and he was willing
position to mandatory class at- such proposals.
to put his "head on the choptendance and was in favor of a
When Pratf s question time ping block."
With this reTransylvania College, accord- faculty evaluation. Cameron came he asked how CoUoqula ply, Joyce Graves told Camerwas
asked
why
he
had
not
bring to Glen Klelne, assistant
should be run to suit Cameron on he had not answered the
professor of journalism at ought these items to the at- and why he did not change it question.
tention of the appropriate Un- Cameron said that Eastern is
Eastern.
Cameron again responded that
In an article In The College iversity committees during the a conservative school and the the student factions should be
Press Review. Klelne says year If be was Indeed interested program could not operate ef- brought together and dot allow
fectively or properly.
The Transylvania, first pub- in these areas.
some "ten Individuals to run
Cameron said he did not think
lished at Transylvania (then a
Pratt was also Interested In , the entire Student Association".
the students on the University lernlng what accomplishing
university ) In January 1829, committees were capable In things from the "bottom up In- ., Cameron, who drew most of
"holds the best claim" to this all cases. Cameron said he stand of from the top down" the audience questions, was then
distinction, "despite periodic disagreed with the handling of meant. (The slogan is part of asked now he would bring the
the CoUoqula (Free University) the PACE campaign literature.) factions together. At this point
lapses in publication."
The 1928 founding of The committee so he quit his chair- Cameron replied, "New leaders Vice -Presidential candidate
Transylvanian, says, Klelne, manship of the committee whan are need ed with student sup- Shockley Intervened, saying,"A
"made It, to my knowledge, the questioned on bis infidelities port and Initiative coming from psychological barrier develops
oldest student living literary with committee activity.
in students concerning apathe base of students."
Vice-Presidential candidate
publication. Thus, It appears It
Questions were also allowed, thy". He have this as an adIs seven years older than the Shockley wanted Jim Pratt to from the audience to the can- vantage of electing his all sophuniversity literary marine be more concrete with his pro- didates.
Larry Pergram a omore ticket,., since they bad not
F.L. Mott claimed to be the posals and to not simply relate senior, mentioned the student become affected by this psyoldest surviving literary mag- the presence of problems. At apathy and unconcern at Eas- chological barrier yet.
azine. This made the time I this time Pratt suggested a tern and asked Cameron how heifc, pratt was then questioned
spent (on research) worthwhile.' study to establish a more com- would; bring the student factions
In the Stuprehensive Black Studies pro- together. .;
dent Association. Pratt said

.

Transylvanian The Oldest
The oldest surviving collegiate literary magazine In
the nation is the Transylvanian
published by
students at

Begley Wins
Janice Begley, an Eastern
Kentucky University senior from
Gay»s Creek In Perry County,
lias won a $200 scholarship
from the Kentucky Dietetics
Association.
The Iva Alexander scholarship was presented to Miss
Begley at the association's recent meeting in Louisville.
"Miss Begley, who is studying
administrative dietetics at
Eastern will begin an Internship at Mayo Clinic, Rochester,
Minn., in September.

J^*^!^3f^^ 8M'>K« !»•'RW

factlns on campus to combat
student problems that arise.

HOME COOKING
You Are Always Welcome at...
■. •••

.i?

&*

GOLDEN RULE CAFE
We are known for good food.
Horn of delicious Homemade Bread
623-9949

South Rut Street

The Accutron*
tuning fork
The power behind
the anti-tick
movement

i

Cameron questioned Pratt
about not being able to sit on
the Board of Regents because
he is an out of state student.
Pratt thought he would have
more time to devote to the
Association without the Board
seat, and another member of
the student body on the Board
might provide a balance among
student leadership.
Cameron wanted to know
why Pratt bad not done more
to help students In the past,
since he had several proposals
to combat student apathy. Pratt
said he bad not been In a position that would have allowed

Mr. Rigby
Dies Friday
In Texas
Eastern Professor of Music
Ralph Harold Rigby died Friday
at St. Luke's Hospital In Houston, Tex., after a lingering Illness.
Professor Rigby taught music
exclusively in Model
High
School, Madison High School
and at Eastern. Hewasamember of the Foster Music Camp
staff since Us Inception in
1986;
He was a member of the First
Christian Church, Richmond and
is survived by his widow Mrs.
Sarah B. Rigby, his son William
Rigby, who is a graduate student at Auburn University, and a
sister, Mrs. Miriam Rigby Kilduff, Chicago.

I

I
jbu ■■■

I

Wm

enes" on such things as the Student Council banquet Constitution Revision Committee, and,
Use committee for appointing
students to University committees.
It was pointed out by another
questioner that Pratt might have
too much experience with minor
items and not enough with consequential Issues. Pratt said
that be reads the Student Council minutes regularly and he
has helped present Student Association President James V.
Pellegrlnon.
Cameron was accused by a
Student Council member of not
Coming up with anything original In his platform which
appears on his campaign literature. The Council member
said that the studies are already underway concerning mandatory class attendance and
faculty evaluation. Cameron
said that the areas are under
constant study, but that the
problems still need to be solved.

I

Black Arts Are Saluted
and discussions. The Progress
In earlier editions unintentionally omitted stories on the test-*
ival.

aaMAi Si!
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The thing* that make • w«rch tick are the dungs that can nuke a
watch ran wrong. Like its balance wheel And mainspring and heirspring. So Bulova left those things oat of the Accutroa timepiece.
And replaced the whole works (including the tick) with a tiny tuning fork that hums. The tuning fork splits s second into 360 equal
•parts. (The best a ticking watch can do is 5 or 10.) The tuning fork's
uncanny precision makes Accutroa to nearly perfect diet Bulova
guarantees accuracy to within one minute a month. • With accuracy
like that, a watch has oo business ticking when it could be bumming.

IT-

.OVA

McCORD0

I Jewelry

goes rtovrn-m-ro.

CREDIT 1S
ALWAYS 6000"
10 feV OHO *vP JWeW*

SPECIAL BUY! 8.88
Summer sheers for juniors, misses, half sizes! Exciting
summer sty lings at a price you just can't pass up! Deep-toned
polyester/cotton voiles and cotton lawns, printed, flocked,
or trimmed with frost white. Every one a joy to wear, a snap
to care for! We've styles and sizes for everyone: 3 to 11
petite, 7 to 15 junior, 10 to 20 misses, and 14 Vi to 24 Vi
half sizes. Come in today and pick your favorites while the
selections are complete. Like it. . . charge itl
SHOP MON. -THURS.
FRI.
SAT.
SHOP OUR CATALOG

9:00 - 5:30
9:00 - 9:00
9:00 - 8:00
DESK 683-7140

-J

I
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Weather Coulfl Be
Factor In OVC Race

The View

From Here
lv KARL PkH Progress Soorts Editor
:

Maroon-White Game
The Eastern football squad will climax Its spring drills
next Saturday when the team will hold its annual MaroonWhite game. The contest Is being planned to be played on
the new Hanger Field.
Last season the defensive squad (White team) edged the offensive team (Maroon squad), 26-21. However, the offense,
which was a young squad last season, has that all-important one year of experience under its belt and should be a
very potent outfit this season.
Reasons for this optimism come from the showing of
sophomore-to-be quarterback Bob Fricker this spring. Frlcker has impressed the Eastern coaching staff and In one
scrimmage accounted for five touchdowns (four through the
air).
He has a group of very talented receivers to which to
throw. Larry Kirksey and junior tight end James Wilson
head the corps of receivers that return this season. In the
scrimmage mentioned
above, Kirksey caught three TD
passes and Wilson hauled in the other scoring toss.
Last season Wilson was the second leading pass receiver
on the Eastern squad. He caught 16 passes for 143 yards and
one touchdown. Kirksey ended the 1969 campaign fifth on
the list by grabbing 10 passes for 139 yards.
Perhaps
the deepest positions talent-wise for Coach
Roy Kldd. next season will be that of the two running back
spots. The Colonels return all five runners from last season's team, plus converted defensive back Mike Armstrong.
Brooks heads this group which totaled 1 500 yards on the
ground for the Colonels last season. Brooks went over the
1,000 yard mark for the second straight year and has shown
well this spring.
Other runners returning are Butch Evans, Donate Young,
William Wright, and Joe Washington. Evans averaged three
yards per carry and scored five TD»s last season.
The offensive lineman,' led by last year's top performer
Larry Kaelin, were also basically young in 1969 and should
improve along with the rest of the team this season.
James Croudep leads a top-flight defensive squad that
allowed its opponents an average of only 13.9 points per
game last season. Other top returnees from the defensive team are tackle Eddie Huffman, backs Mike O'Neal
Jackie Miller, and James Porter, and end Mark Shireman.

games*.
...
BY JACK FROST
Eastern and Tech will play
Staff Sports Reporter
Eastern's baseball team its four games either this
has much to worry about as weekend or the first part of
the season moves into its last next week. Should they get in
week. First in the mind of Coach only one of the doubleheaders,
"Turkey" Hughes and the squad the Colonels could conceivably
is winning the Ohio Valley Con- win the division and still end
ference Eastern Division title up with a lower winning perwhich will enable them to go into centage. It is also possible that:
the OVC Play-offs. The next rain could cancel both twinproblem is whether they will biiis. in "that case a big burget in tee required. 10 games den would be put on each
team.
to win the division.
Right now Eastern and TenCoach Hughes is aiming to'
nessee Tech are the two top get In the 10 games even if he
teams in the Eastern Division, has to play them all on the last
but bad weather has put each day.
team in a precarious position.
I
All four games between the
So far East Tennessee is the
Colonels and Tech have been only Eastern Division team to
washed out They were slated get in its required 10 games.
to meet last Saturday inCooke- The Bucs have won only one of
those 10, but they could wind
vllle. Tenn.
up with the championship sportThe deadline for a school to ing only a .100 winning percenplay its 10 conference game is tage.
next Wednesday, May 13. Of the
Too much rain has decided
two leading teams, Eastern the league title before. The Colwould seem to have some of the onels won the Eastern Division
edge. At press time Eastern in 1966 because Morehead could
was playing a doubleheader not play enough games. Then,
with Morehead. Yesterday's in 1968,
Morehead finished
twinbill plus Tuesday's two 6-4 and Eastern was 5-3
games at Morehead give the so the Eagles won the division
Colonels
eight conference title.
k
games. Meanwhile Tennessee
Tech met East Tennessee TuesEastern appeared to be lookday for two games and they have ing ahead to its series with Tech
played a total of six conference last weekend when it met

"REAL ESTATE"
Want to buy or sol
Cheek with usyfor oil
your real estate needs
"Wo aim to please"
Ceperton Barnam
Real Estate Broker
Phone 623-4215

Ernestine M. Bitter
Real Estate Broker

t

The loss left Eastern with a
13-6 mark as it travled to Tech
for the big meeting but the
Colonels didn't slay too long.
They Just ate and ran.
When Eastern and Tech meet
the first place deadlock should
be broken. (Assuming Eastern
won over Morehead).
Tech's overall record isn't
too Impressive after 25 games.
The Golden Eagles have managed 14 wins in the first 25
starts.
Tech coach W.A. Wright had ■
planned to use Sammy Noffslnger, a Junior righthander
who has a 3-1 record and a
1.89 earned run average, in the
first game of the twinbill last
Saturday.

Wright also indicated he
would give the starting nod In
the second game to Junior righthander Bob Powell (2-3, 2.04
ERA) or Jim Bishop who owns
a 501 mark and a 3.81 ERA.
Bishop is also a Tech football
player and has to work baseball
around spring drills.
Bill Maclin, Tech's centerfielder, continues to pace tee
Golden Eagle's batting attack
with a biasing .367 average. He
also has 12 RBI's, which is
second best on the team. Two
(Continued on Page Nine)

Out On Close Play
Buzs Ashby, Eastern's second baseman, is
thrown out at first base by a half-step as
Xavier's first sacker scoops the ball out of
the dirt Eastern blew a 6-0 lead as the

9

T

Musketeers came back to edge the Colonels,
9-7. This loss put Eastern's record for the '
season at 13-6.
(Photo by Schley Cox> -3

National All-Around Gymnastics Champ
To Be At Eastern For All Day Clinic May 15

Students will get an afternoon of good football next Saturday if they attend this annual battle and support the team of their
choice.

BURNAM & HITTER

Xavier University on Friday.
The Colonels Jumped out to a
5-0 lead in tee first inning
only to blow it and lose In the
last
frame 9-7.
Xavier* s
comeback was spearheaded by
Its catcher, Herbert, who fit
home runs In consecutive innings.

Miss Gail Sontgerath, I960 gram in light of limited facil- begin at 12:45 with coaching
Miss Sontgerath is considerNational All-Around champion ities. At 8:30 there will be and be followed by a demon- ed by many to be one of the
In gymnastics will be at East- a group participation session stratlonby the consultant and a leading exponents of women's
ern for an all day clinic on Involving
teaching progres- film of the 1968 Olympic perfor- gymnastics In the United States
women's gymnastics on Fri- sions, spotting technique, and mances. The program will be today. She plans to open a priday May 15.
coaching. At 10:40. an hour ses- concluded by an hour of coach- vate school next fall in West
Miss Sontgerath received her sion of officiating gymnastics is ing for the women's gymnastics Palm Beach. Florida, to coach
B.S. and MjS. degrees from Flor- planned.
team scheduled to begin at and groom gymnasts for national
ida State University where she
and international competition.
The afternoon session will 2 p.m.
is presently teaching. She was a
-i
&—
1
;
member of the
1959 Pan
"American team, the 1980 Olympic team, and the 1962 World
Games team. She Is a memChappie Gennett, senior in- year. He 'and his partner tied
ber of the 1969-1971 Division Of
tea two-manteam championship
Girls and Women's Sports Gym- dustrial education major from the world record for the 4-10 of North Carolina with ten 4nastics Committee and has Asheville, N.C., has been named gauge two-man team event. He 10 gauge, the five - man team
Placed fifth in the world 4-10 event in the 12-gauge and the
written articles for the "Gym- to Sports Afield magazine's
A11-American skeet team.
gauge category with 99 of 100. five-man team event in the 20natics Guide."
gauge.
The clinic program will beTwenty-four members from
Gennett, who has attended
gin in Weaver Gymnasium at
Gennett also holds the world
Eastern golfer Jim Saunders lines up a putt In a recent match.
8 a.m. with a discussion of the across the country were named Eastern for the last two years, title of East-West team champThe Eastern Linksters have won eight straight matches, whiteaching of gymnastics , condi- this week in the May issue. has won the North Carolina state ion with the score of 2,000 for
ch is the longest in the school's history. The team's record
Gennett won two titles this championship la the 4-10 gauge. 2,000.
tioning for gymnastics and
now stands at 8-1.
(Photo by Schley Cox)
adapting the gymnastics pro-

Gennett Wills Skeet Shooting Title

Lining Up A Putt

College Life Insurance Company
Of America
. . . featuring the Me insurance plan designed especially lor cotege men, told exclusively
to cotege men. Ask now about "THE BENEFACTOR"

14

Lynch Plays In Senior
Basketball Tourney
BY AL CLARK
Staff Sports Reporter
Boyd Lynch, Eastern's 6-9
forward who was drafted by
the Seattle Supersonics of the
NBA and the Pittsburgh club
Of tee ABA played this past
weekend In the Cleveland Invitational Senior College Basketball Tournament
Four teams were invited
into the tournament, however
only two were able to play
In a single game because of
the lack of fan support The
two teams that did play, however, were representatives of
the North and the South. Lynch
participated with the South club
and collected ten points and
an equal amount of rebounds

NOW. .
sharply

in one half of the pro-styled
game.
Lynch Is still in negotiations
with the two professional clubs
that drafted him for his services. A few weeks ago. Lynch
flaw out to Seattle but was not
signed to a contract On Tuesday of this week, Lynch flew to
Pittsburgh to talk to the new
club owners of the one-time
Pipers.
Eastern's other two prodraftees, Willie Woods and Toke
Coleman,are still unsigned by
the Los Angeles Lakers currently Involved with tee New
York Knlcks of tee NBA in the
league's championship playoffs
and San Diego Rockets,respectively. Coleman is axso still
in the negotiation stages.

i

This Is How You Do It, Coach
"A little time now can pay off
in a lifetime of satisfaction."

o

Eastern's Ron Davidson gets advice on how
to play centerfield from Little Leaguers'
(top to bottom) Tracy Thompson, Greg
Wiseman, and Ted Drew. Davidson coaches

HAVE CAMERA

Kentucky Central Life Insurance Company
At Eastern Kentucky University
Phil Ruchka Agency. 235 Wayne Dr. 623-7966

WILL TRAVEL

NOW . . .
facts from

Your wedding day will last

o

forever with ft photo

Ni/vw • • • yoa SMOUKI Know
about tot KNEFACTOR . . .
■Or COOOfJO Hani*

am^ntse A^sJsl^h^aaaBk 'aaaaaMsn

See William A. Manz
"Associate Alumni"
Your College Life Representative
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460

Ron House
Sales Representativ.

623-1459

Wilt travel up to
250 miles without
- travel expenses
KEN H.
LW
rfuifc6&'
PHONC (21-71IJ
S27-J4IS

S I O Hll L3jj BfNUl
RICHMOND.
KENfUCKY

these three youngsters in the Richmond
Little League and they are currently leading
the circuit with a 3-0 mark.
'
/Photo by Schley Cox)

4 0475

Many good life insurance and savings plans are
being offered to college seniors and graduate students today, but one stands head and shoulders
above the others. clt's Kentucky Central's University Key Plan. Better protection. Better provisions.
No military exclusions. «Ta1k to Kentucky Central's
University Key representative on your campus
today. For a better future. With the standout.

\
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ACE SOUTHPAW

Experience, Realization
Keynote MgCullough
"I think I've learned enough
BTALOLABK
Staff Sports
about this game that I'll beable
If one has been participat- to teach some of the other
ing in a sport for 18 years, youngsters around something asince the age of four, one has bout It. I think baseball is a
to improve to a point to be great game and worthwhile for
considered better than the av- all youngsters who want to
play," McCullough said.
erage.
Baseball has always been a
To participate for so long and
then be willing to stop parti- part of McCullough's spring and
activities. But
cipating in order to help others summertime
is considered quite admirable thaf s not all. During his high
school winter months McCuland unselfish.
lough
was kept occupied with
Eastern's star lefthanded pithis
high
school basketball team.
cher, Don McCullough, Is the
He
wasn't
bad either.
subject of our profiling this
At
toe
completion
of his senweek. He's better than the avior
year
he
found
himself
on the
erage, quite devoted and a great
I
All-Ohio
Second
Team
and
was
competitor.
§
Most college ball players also elected to the All Central
First team.
think about starring in the ma- Ohio
"I
received a couple of letjor leagues someday, and then ters from
colleges to play baswhen the time comes that reaketball
but
I knew I was a bit
isatlon has to set in, distoo
small
for
them too," Mcappointment usually bikes over.
Don McCullough looks onto the mound where he has starred
Cullough.
said.
Among those
for four years as a varsity hurler. McCullough hopes to go
McCullough isn't going to let schools that contacted
Don was
into coaching on the high school level after graduation next
that happen. "When Iwasasenthe number one defensive team
January.
(Photo hy Schley Cox)
lor in high scool I realized I
the country, Ashland College.
wasn't big enough or strong e- in McCullough
came to Eastern
nough to' play professionally,"
because of the advice given him
the 172-pound hurler said.
"I'm playing now because I by his high school basketball
coach, Walt Reld. Reid played
love the game V It weren't
basketball here at Eastern durfor that 1 don't think I'd have ing his college days and thought
been out there every fall and
McCullough would do fine here.
PageKight) doubleheaders this weekend but spring for the last four years.
(Ossv
He wasn't wrong.
may cancel those games.
I know when mis year is over
I won't go any farther in baseNever Pitched No Hitter
other players are hitting over
The probably starting lineup ball, so I've set my goals in
the coveted .800 mark. They are
Although McCullough has
Emerson Wiles (.808) and Joe for the Colonels against the op- a different direction.
position
mis
weekend
will
be
never
pitched a no-hitter for
Wesche .808.
Wants To Be High School Coach
Eastern, he's come close sevThe Golden Eagles' third Roger Roberts, catcher; Cralg
"I want to graduate' and get eral times. So far this year
Milburn, first base; Buzz Ashbaseman, Morris Irby, has
my
diploma In the physical edu- he's pitched two four-hitby
second;
Mike
Powers,
shortproved to be the trickiest Eagle on the basepaths due to his 12 stop; Ken Blewitt, third; and cation and recreation field and ters and one two-hitter comCharlie Bldwell, leftfleld; Ron then go back to Newark, Ohio, piling a 8-1 won-loss record.
stolen bases.
Against oeorgla Southern a
Eastern is scheduled to play Davidson, center; and leading (his hometown) to teach and
Transylvania in consecutive hitter Larry Cook, rightfleld. coach on the high school level. year ago he struck out a dozen

Wants To Coach High School
Deciding Factor In Race
Could Be Weather

When McCullough isn't pitching or throwing on the side,
he's the first base coach. The
only time he's ever come close
to being thrown out of a game
was in this situation.
"We were playing at Due
West, S.C., against Erskine
College and I was coaching at
first base," McCullough said.
Being a student of baseball and
pitching in particular, McCullough knows what a pitcher can
and can't do.
"I saw the pitcher going to his
mouth to wet his fingers (which
is not allowed while on the
mound) and I only asked the
ump to watch him. Well, I was
Ever since his sophomore never so shocked in my life. The
year he's seen considerable ac- ump came back at me and said
tion compiling an attractive 10-4 'if I hear one more word out
overall record for three and a of you you'U find yourself
watching ths game from the
half years.
McCullough is married. He bus.'," McCullough said. "What
makes it so funny Is that I
said "I Do" on July 6, 1969 hadn't said one word to him
and Just mis past year, his wife about anything the whole game."
Chris, presented him with a
McCullough can't leave baseson, Mark.
ball
at the Coliseum like some
There's a rather funny story
that goes with the McCullough's athletes can. "Sometimes benine-month-old son. It seems fore I pitch and always after a
that Chris can't even cheer for game I can't ever sleep. It's
her husband. Everytlme the not that I worry about toe ball
but I guess I do mink
Mrs. starts cheering for her games
about
them
quite a bit. I guess
pitcher husband, little Mark
to some extent it's Just menMarts crying"I mink that started during tally tough on me, but that's
baby crying
the basketball season," McCul- not to mention the
of
toe night,"
in
the
middle
lough said. We started cheering for toe basketball team and McCullough said.
Critical Of Himself
had Mark with us. Well, all of
a sudden he Just started crying
"I guess I'm pretty critical
and ever since then, whenever of myself," McCullough said.
somebody cheers and says, "I know I can get toe Job done
*Yea' Mark starts crying."
against any team but when I
"Right now Mark is left- don't and have a bad game, I
handed." Chris said, "but he get quite angry with myself.
might change. I'm right-handed I have to correct all my misand I think it's a little bit too takes. That's part of being a
early to be sure.
ptlcher. One time I tried to
"We'd like to see Mark be- help myself during a game, but
come a baseball player and ath- soon found out that's imlete but we're not going to push possible. You've got to wait unhim," asserts Chris.
til afterwards and then go over everything I did, then make
corrections. You'll be hurt
Frustration Part Of Pitching
pretty bad by the other team
Frustration is part of pitch- if you try to.correct mistakes
ing and McCullough knows a- during a game," McCullough
bout that too. The story Mc- said.
"It's got to be considered
Cullough tells is like a story"
quite
admirable if a 22-year-old
. book ending, except he was on
man can put himself and family
■toe wrong side.
"We were playing at Georgia in second place in order to help
Southern a couple of years ago. others like McCullough wants to
we were ahead 6-1 in toe bottom do.
Next January when he finishes
of the ninth and somehow they
his
student-teaching and gradloaded the bases. There were
"two outs andtte pitcher we»*^uatos^ toe. city of Newark, Oup. I was confident we would hlo, will inherit another fine
get him out and win toe game, young family, Mr. and Mrs.
except it didn't, work out quite Donald Wilson McCullough and
son, Mark.
like we would have liked.
"The pitcher was toe ninth
hitter and usually a weak-hitting batter," McCullough said.
The rest is the happy storybook
kind of ending for the Georgia
A barrel of gasoline is awaSouthern outfit. The pitcher
poked a home run, a grandslam rded to each Cincinnati Reds
homer that tied the game, and player who hits a home run in
at that point nobody could have the soon-to-be-vacated Crosley
helped McCullough out of the Field.
Although the young baseball,
low feeling he had.
' 'I pitched two more innings season Is only a month old,
and then was lifted for a pinch- third baseman Tony Perez has
hitter in the eleventh. Finally accumulated 559 gallons of gasin toe 13th inning we won, but oline for his family automobile.
Perez has belted a total of
I still remember mat guy hitting that grand-slam home 10 round-trippers so tor for
the surging Reds.
run.'

hitters, but was lifted for a
pinch hitter in the 11th inning as
Eastern went on to win 6-8.
I' According to McCullough, cn'ly one thing has been left out
of his college career. That's
a league championship which he
played an important part.
"I was on the 1966 championship team but really I didn't
do too much. I sat on the bench
and watched a lot This year we
have a real fine team and a good
chance to win It all. I'd like
that more than anything since
"I'm one of the starters this
year," the stocky southpaw
said.

Perez Leading
In Homers

\

Quick. Friendly Service

Safe At Second

An Xavier baserunner slides safely into second base as the
Musketeers rallied against Eastern to win the game, 9-7.
The Colonels are In the midst of the Ohio Valley Conference
championship race and through Monday held a 4-0 conference

record. Morehead and Tennessee T»ch are the other two
contenders In the Eastern Division race. All league games
must be completed by next Wednesday.
(Photo by Schley Cox)

SERVICE

ROAD

HOURS

Massive Hurler
Don McCullough towers over Commonwealth Hall as he does
over enemy hitters when on the mound for the Eastern baseball team. This year is McCullough's fourth as a varsity
pitcher for the Colonels and could prove to be his best. He is
now a prominent candidate for All-Ohio Valley Conference
honors.
(Photo by Schley Cox)

TAYLOR'S
SPORTING GOODS
All Your Golf and BasebaH
equipment is in stock. Baseball
shoes and gloves. Golf shoes,
balls, bags and dubs.

OND'S
HA
Barber and Style Shop
PAUL DANIEL
.

■

j-jj I

ftttOMER RILIZ^da
JESSIE HAMMOND
"we need your head to run our business"
New Richmond Hold

623-5*04

J

SWEET

e

Home Cooked Food1
N. 2nd St.

PHONE 623-3H1

TUXEDO
RENTALS
For prom, yj'flfluotion

or summer

Golf Team Wins Eighth
Match In A Row
The Eastern golf team ran
Its record to 8-1 with a 12 1/28 1/2 win over Xavier University in Cincinnati Monday. ,
The Unksters dropped their
first meet of the season but
since then have reeled off
eight wins in a row. Golf
Coach Glenn Presnell said this
week that the victory string
may be toe longest in Eastern
history.

Paul Schultz was the meet
medalist with a 72.
Other
scores posted by Eastern were
Tim Brown and Jim Saunters
(76), Jack Barber and Bill
Price (77), and Jim Moore 80.
The next match for the Linksters will be this weekend at
Lexington *a Eastern will most
Transylvania and Hanover College of Madison, Ind., in a triangular match.

events choose our
formal wear. v.om-

DUANI PARSONS. OWNER
;-

■> ■

D & E

FINALLY GOT-EM!!
We now hovt a wide selection off FLARES.

■n
JUH1

111

NUWT

WINNER OP 4 ACADEMY AWARDS!

You never
met a pair like
Butch and The Kid!

There are
solids, stripes,
button thru fly,
white
denim
off in many now
colors. We also
dross flares.

racks

Come down
and take a
rOOlI.

MSHIQNS FOR KEN

■INCORPORATED

214 WEST MAIN STREET

University Shopping Center

I

I

have BUHL

iJBn&sjTbai

I

■>

styles, sizes.

(kuduOKA

1
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ptete selection. All

Formal Rentals for
Every Occasion

■
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RAUL NEWMAN
ROBERT REDFORD KATHARINE ROSS ,
*UTCHCASSIDy«»TrE SUNDANCE KID
A 0*0>M "or Hi«-P»«t Mom* Production

<*.**..«, STROTHER MARTIN. JEFF COREY. HENRY JONES.
ucutiv* ProOUM' PAIA MONASH P'otfXM By JOHN FOMMAN 0...cl.d 6, 0€0*OC POY Mil
Wfnwn By WILLIAM OOIOMAN MUIIC COffipoMS and CooOoCMd 0» •«•? ■ACMAHACH
A NtVDMAN-POMMAN P»unuiion PjnaviiwnfJColO' By Ot lu»«

GARLAND JE1TS
MEN'S WEAR
£££ 1171. Main St. Ph. 423-5232
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£S£ 10, Eastern Progrw, Thurs., May 7, 1970
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ATTENTION SENIORS!
Invitations Are Now Available in the
BOOKSTORE

S

"™»)M

FIRST BIG WEEK
1200 PIECE RECORD PROMOTION

For Those Who Did Not Place An Order. I*
Will Be FIRST COME, First Served.

MOST RECORDS HAVE BEEN

Those Who Ordered Invitations, You May Pick

REDUCED FROM $4.79

Them Up At The Service Counter:
CAMPUS BOOKSTORE

SPECIAL PRICE

V

■
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THIS IS THE BEST

■

X
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THIS WEEK'S RECORD-OF-THE-WEEK FOR YOUR STORE IS
ONE OF THE FASTEST RISING HIT RECORDS IN THE COUNTRY.
IT IS No. 17 ON THE BILLBOARD CHART DATED MAY 2ND, WITH
A STAR INDICATING A RAPIDLY INCREASING SALES MOVEMENT. MOUNTAIN CLIMBING, BY NEW SUPER-GROUP "MOUNTAIN" FEATURING LESLIE WEST AND FELIX PAPPALARDI. LISTS
AT $4.98. IT IS BEING SHIPPED TO YOU TICKETED AT $2.99 AND
BILLED AT YOUR REGULAR RECORD-OF-THE-WEEK PRICE.

mountain's

PROMOTION EVER!
-

I
'

fty;rin/////'iggg

album

£

COME ON DOWN ... AND GET WITH.
THIS GREAT RECORD BONANZA
ROCK 'N ROLL / ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACKS
RHYTHM 4. BIDES / JAZZ / FOLK / BIG BRANDS / TV THEMES
MOOD MUSIC / VOCALS / COUNTRY & WESTERN/ CLASSICAL
and Just about every other recorded category.

featuring

leslie west A felix pappalardi
ALBUM 4501

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
AT ONLY

CHANGES EVERY WEEK
AND WILL BE
A REGULAR FEATURE OF
OUR RECORD DEPARTMENT.

I

>

THE
CAMPUS
BOOKSTORE

